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1

T H E P L AN F O R T H E G R E AT E R R O S E M O N T AN D C O P P I N
H E I G H T S AR E A

1 .1 O ve r vie w
The “Greater Rosemont And Coppin HEights Area Master Plan- GRACE” is a
realistic, easy to use and outcome-driven plan that residents, nonprofits and the
City of Baltimore can use to inform and coordinate their work through a shared
vision.
The goal of the GRACE Area Master Plan is that of reversing the prolonged trend
of disinvestment in the neighborhoods while responding to the needs of the current
residents. The objective is that of leveraging existing assets, current public and
private investments and maximizing the benefits that current investment can
create.

Figure 1: Some of the numerous neighborhood plans covering parts of the GRACE Area are shown
in the picture above-right.
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In order to realize this objective, the GRACE area needs a master plan document
that can function as a guide for investments by the City, residents, private
investors, nonprofits and other public entities. This Plan guides City investments to
specific strategic areas and activities that will spur private market interest while
making the rationale for such investments public, transparent and participatory.
The GRACE Area Master Plan incorporates recommendations from past
neighborhood-specific plans that have had extensive community input into a
document with a broader geographic vision. Ultimately, the end goal is to satisfy
the desires of present residents for safer and more prosperous neighborhoods
through the reinvention of the built environment, open spaces and public spaces
around homes and in communities.
In order to achieve this vision, the GRACE Area Master Plan recommends projects
that fall into one of the following three strategic components:
1. Revitalization of the neighborhoods
2. Revitalization of the corridors
3. Key development initiatives

1.2 The Planning Process
In the past ten years, beginning in 1997 with the Coppin Heights Community
Development Master Plan and culminating with the 2005 “Greater Rosemont &
Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan”, the area within the GRACE boundaries has
seen a number of plans being developed by community groups, City agencies and
consultants. This long succession of planning exercises has created both a wealth
of information about the area as well as high expectations for improvements.
The GRACE Plan intends to satisfy these expectations by creating a
comprehensive plan for the area that can bring about the improvements in quality
of life and neighborhood safety that residents deserve. The Plan recommends
strategic projects that will foster further private investment in the built environment
and encourage a chain of positive changes.
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Chronology of Plans in the GRACE Plan Area
• 1997 - “Coppin Heights Community Development Master Plan”
• 2001 - “Greater Mondawmin 2001 - A Community Survey Conducted by the Greater
Mondawmin Coordinating Council, Inc.”
• 2002 - “Greater Mondawmin Master Plan”
• 2004 - “Midtown Edmondson Community Plan”
• 2005 - “Greater Rosemont & Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan”

• 2006 - “Greater Rosemont and Coppin Heights Area Master Plan”
The Plan bases its recommendations on the careful analysis of the community
desires expressed in previous plans, the most up-to-date examination of current
conditions and market opportunities, and the availability of City resources to
implement proposed projects.
The planning process that launched the GRACE Area Master Plan can be divided
into two main phases:
Phase One: Creation of the “Greater Rosemont & Coppin Heights Revitalization
Plan”.
During this phase, Coppin State University officials set out to lead the Master
Planning process for the area working with the Greater Rosemont & Coppin
Heights Community Steering Committee, local community groups, residents, the
Enterprise Foundation and the City of Baltimore Department of Planning. Coppin
State University hired the Design Collective, Inc. to help prepare a long term plan
for the west Baltimore area.

Figure 2: Residents participated in
public workshops during Phase One: the
creation of the “Greater Rosemont &
Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan”.
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During this phase three public workshops were held in different locations
throughout the planning area and were attended by over 200 residents:
- Workshop One was held at Rosemont Elementary School on September 27,
2004.
- Workshop Two was held at Robert W. Coleman Elementary School on
September 28, 2004.
- Workshop Three was held at Calverton Middle School on October 5, 2004.

Figure 3: During Phase One, residents were encouraged to map and list concerns and desires.

Further public outreach in the form of presentations and meetings with community
members were held throughout the planning area. Various meetings were
convened to brief the Steering Committee on work-to-date and gain further input
on preliminary findings and recommendations.
The “Greater Rosemont & Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan” was completed in
the summer of 2005 and copies were distributed to major stakeholders and City
departments for comments and feedback.
Phase 2: Creation of the “Greater Rosemont and Coppin Heights Area Master Plan
– GRACE”
During this present phase the City of Baltimore has been drafting the “Greater
Rosemont and Coppin Heights Area Master Plan – GRACE” as a response plan to
the Revitalization plan submitted by Coppin State University and the community at
large. As a response, the GRACE Plan incorporates several of the good
objectives, strategies and recommendations of the Revitalization plan while
proposing changes and additions in other areas. The GRACE Plan has larger
boundaries, includes new development, explores further recommendations and
options and integrates past community plans. Moreover, the GRACE Plan also
included recommendations about historical preservation and recommendations for
the industrial area.
This GRACE Area Master Plan working draft is now presented back to the
community for final changes and comments. This phase will include several
community meetings to obtain residents‟ feedback that will be incorporated in the
Plan‟s final version. After this final community review, the edited draft will be
presented to the City of Baltimore Planning Commission for adoption.
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Community Expectations
During past workshops and in previous plans, the community generally defined its
vision for the plan area as a conglomerate of safe, desirable, and attractive
neighborhoods where housing options, education, and access to services support
a full and balanced range of activities and social interaction; a pedestrian-oriented
place where businesses, residents, students, and the University can coexist in a
safe, dynamic, sustainable environment. The residents‟ desire is for truly mixedincome neighborhoods, which offer a range of housing options for different
backgrounds, income levels and lifestyles. Neighborhoods should have important
quality of life amenities such as a clean and safe environment, convenient retail,
and access to open spaces and recreation. The goal is to remove blight, improve
desirability, and create positive change by rebuilding where necessary and
reinforcing the more stable neighborhoods.

2

T H E G R E AT E R R O S E M O N T AN D C O P P I N H E I G H T S
COMMUNITY

2.1 History
The mid 19th-century Greater Rosemont and Coppin Heights area was a thriving
rural region. The area‟s proximity to Baltimore mixed wealthy summer estates,
small working farms, mills, and mill villages into a unique community. These
estates, mills and working farms were dependent on the City‟s economy. The
City‟s wealthy merchants built and maintained these summer estates, and the mills
and small farms provided products for the City‟s markets.
This mix of
development was tied to Baltimore by four roads, Reisterstown Road, the
Calverton Turnpike, Bloomingdale Turnpike, and Windsor Mill Road. These roads
were the economic life-lines of the farms and industries in the area and all
development, including the summer estates, was oriented to these roads.
Wealthy merchants were attracted to the picturesque attributes of the rural
environment. They bought large tracts of land, designed their mansions as
architectural statements, and landscaped their surroundings as artistic creations.
Today, several mansions from these estates survive such as the Bergner Mansion,
now an Islamic cultural center located in Gwynns Falls Park, and Highland, now an
apartment complex located in Walbrook.
These estates mingled with smaller farms in the area. These farms supplied the
city markets with meat, fruits and vegetables daily.
Closer to Gwynns Falls, mills were built as early as the 18th century. By the 1820s
a three-mile millrace was constructed to power grist mills and saw mills. By the late
19th century, the Falls was used less as a power source and more for waste
removal. Breweries, slaughterhouses and tanning complexes would dump their
waste into the Falls.
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A semblance of a mill village sprung up near the intersection of the Bloomingdale
and Franklintown turnpikes, today near Franklintown Road and Poplar Grove
Street. Stores, taverns and houses were built along these turnpikes. Worker
housing was constructed in the area by the 1870s. Several rows and duplexes
from the 1870s and 1880s survive on Lanvale Street, near Bloomingdale Road.
The Walbrook area kept much of its rural character until the 1910s; nevertheless,
the environment began changing as early as 1870. During this year, Highland
Park, a wealthy family estate located in current day Walbrook was bought and laid
out as a suburban village and sold for the construction of commodious suburbanstyle homes. Concurrently, the Baltimore, Calverton and Powhatan horsecar
railway was created to serve the residents of Highland Park. Four years later,
three building associations built the Highland Park Hotel, a five-story, Second
Empire style structure. This 250-room hotel catered to Baltimore families wanting
to escape the City during the summer. Within ten years the hotel failed, and in
1889 the hotel became the Epiphany College, a preparatory seminary for catholic
priests.

Figure 5: Highland Park Hotel was located in Walbrook. This magnificent structure burned
in 1926.

From 1870 to 1890, the area grew at a slow, steady pace. In 1889 the extension
of North Avenue forecasted change and development. On Saturday May 17, 1890,
an electric street car began running from Highland Park to Division Street along
North Avenue, kicking off the area‟s street car suburban development era. During
this period a burgeoning neighborhood commercial center was developed along
North Avenue.
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South of North Avenue, the area remained relatively undeveloped until the 1920s
except in a few areas. In 1876 the Baltimore Hebrew Orphan Asylum was built on
Rayner Avenue, and St. Peter‟s Cemetery was established in 1851.
Meanwhile, as Walbrook was being developed with suburban-type architecture, the
urban form was creeping westward and reached as far as Fulton Avenue by the
1880s. Development of rowhouses along Fulton Avenue followed the typical 19thcentury development patterns.

Figure 7: Mondawmin was located at the current site of Mondawmin Mall

Development activities that pushed the urban grid westward continuously occurred.
In the 1890s, urban-like development began in the Easterwood and Coppin
Heights neighborhoods. Easterwood Park and Coppin Heights consist mostly of
two-story rowhouses built between 1890 and 1930.
Defining architectural
characteristics include front yards, porchfronts, second-story bay windows, and
defining cornices. Many rows have stained glass windows and full basements with
casement windows. From 1910 and 1920, many of the porchfront style rowhouses
were developed by the Welsh Construction Company which became one of
Baltimore‟s largest rowhouse developers in the 20th century. The houses fronting
North Avenue tend to be three-story houses built in the late 1890s or early 1900s
and are substantially larger than the other rowhouses in the neighborhood. These
houses are part of the history of North Avenue.
In 1909, following the recommendation of the Olmsted Brothers Landscape
Architects and the Public Athletic League, the City purchased land to create
Easterwood Park on the south side of the neighborhood. The Park was equipped
with a field house, baseball fields, tennis courts and a children‟s playground. In
1950 the park was redesignated from a “White” to a “Negro” facility, and by the
early 1960s the park was fully integrated.
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Figure 6: Fulton Avenue in its former glory with trees and a flowered median.

The Greater Rosemont neighborhoods grew into fully developed communities
during the housing boom of the 1920s. Developed with a wide array of daylight
rowhouses, shorter and wider than their urban cousins, these communities were
designed to appeal to the suburban sensibility of Baltimoreans. The rowhouse
went from three rooms deep to two rooms deep and one room wide to two rooms
wide. In the daylight house, all rooms have windows. These rowhouses were built
with small front lawns and porchfronts. Architectural details such as parapet edges
that look like chimney stacks, false gabled roofs with faux dormer windows, greentiled mansard-like roofs, and Tudor style rooflines accentuate these houses with
the popular suburban styles of the 1920s. Streets became wider to accommodate
parking, and detached garages in many cases were being built in the alleys.
By the 1920s, Walbrook was being developed not with detached houses but with
rowhouses. The Baltimore City 1923 zoning ordinance demarcates the area east
of the original Highland Park neighborhood for rowhouse development. In the
1940s and early 1950s much of the Panway Braddish area was developed closely
following the zoning ordinance.
Coppin State University has been part of this community since 1952. Founded as
a training school for black elementary school teachers in Baltimore, Coppin State
University has been in West Baltimore since 1900. The school was named after
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slave-born Fannie Jackson Coppin who became one of the first African-American
women to obtain a college degree. Educated at Rhode Island State Normal and
Oberlin College, Fannie Jackson Coppin introduced teacher training for African
Americans into the Philadelphia school system and served as principal of the
school that became Cheney State College. Coppin State College was officially
renamed Coppin State University on April 13, 2004.
Prior to the late 1940s, working class Whites lived in the neighborhoods west of
Fulton Avenue. In the 1950s, the area‟s population drastically changed from
working class whites to African-Americans. By 1960 the Mondawmin area, which
is representative of many of the other areas in this study, was 89% AfricanAmerican; by 1970 the area was 99.5% African-American. The neighborhoods
have remained predominately African-American to this day.

2.2 Location
The GRACE Plan Area is located northwest of the redevelopment occurring in the
Inner Harbor and Central Business District.
The planning area is approximately 1,100 acres large and is bound by Gwynns
Falls Parkway, Tioga and Liberty Heights on the north, Fulton Avenue on the east,
Franklin Street and Edmondson Avenue to the south, and Hilton Parkway on the
west.

Figure 8: The GRACE Area Master Plan boundaries
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The GRACE area is part of the 40th, 41st, and 44th State of Maryland Legislative
Districts, the 7th, 9th and 11th City of Baltimore Council Districts and includes 14
neighborhoods.
The 14 neighborhoods within the GRACE Area are:
 Mondawmin
 Mosher
 Easterwood
 Evergreen Lawn
 Coppin Heights Ash-Co-East
 Winchester
 Panway/ Braddish Avenue
 Bridgeview/ Greenlawn
 Walbrook
 Rosemont Homeowners and
 Northwest Community Action
Tenants
 Rosemont
 Midtown Edmondson
 Franklintown Road

2.3 Demographics
The 1.6 square miles GRACE Area has a population of more than 30,000 people,
99.5 percent of which is African-American. Overall, the Plan Area is characterized
by a majority low-income population with a proportionately higher number of
children and older persons, and stagnant economic growth than the rest of the
City. The following list illustrates some of the most dramatic demographic facts
about the GRACE Area:
• Population Loss: The Plan Area has experienced significant population losses
over the last decade. The GRACE Area lost 20 percent of its population between
1990 and 2000, compared to an 11.5 percent loss in the city. The population and
household losses are estimated to have continued between 2000 and 2004 at a
slower rate.
• Poverty: The area is generally poorer than the city as whole. Close to 39 percent
of the households in the area earn less than $20,000. In 2004, the median income
of households living in Baltimore city was $31,894 compared to $26,275 in the
GRACE area (82.4 percent of the city‟s median income).
• Homeowner Income: Compared to the City as a whole, the Plan Area is
characterized by a relatively poorer homeowner population. In 1999, at $32,579,
homeowner median incomes for the GRACE area was roughly 77 percent that of
Baltimore City‟s homeowners as a whole. Also, the area has a larger proportion of
homeowners in the income category under $49,999 and a lower proportion for all
income categories above $50,000.
• Renter Income: Renter households typically have lower incomes than owners –
the median 1999 income of renter households in the area was half of the $32,600
median income of owner households and significantly less than the $19,858
median income of renter households for Baltimore City.
• Single Mothers: 16.7 percent of households are headed by single females with
children compared to 13.3 percent in the city as a whole.
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• Household Composition: The majority of households in the area are non-married
families without children or those living alone. Both of these groups are typically
older householders and renters.
• Age Composition: While the study area contains substantial proportions of
children under the age of 17 and older households over the age of 55, the largest
bulk of population is between the ages of 25 and 54, a prime age range for
maximum income earnings and household formation. Close to 40 percent of all
people within the area fall within this age range, slightly less than the 42.3 percent
share in the city.
• Children: Children comprise 27.5 percent of the area‟s population, higher than the
24.8 percent in the City. Many of these children are living in single-headed
households which are typically rented rather than owned.
Seniors: Seniors over the age of 55 comprises 25.7 percent of the study area.
Elderly households (over the age of 75) comprise a rather high 8.9 percent of the
study area. In comparison 6.3 percent of the city‟s population is elderly.
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Figure 9: Map of Household Income in the GRACE Area.
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2.2

Assets
The GRACE area is primarily a residential area with a mixture of low, moderate,
and middle-income households, but also includes important commercial,
institutional, industrial, and open space uses. There are positive signs that
suggest revitalization is possible for the area.
- The City of Baltimore has embarked on several ambitious planning efforts in and
near the area, including a new Red Line transit system that is planned for the eastwest corridor of Edmondson Avenue and Route 40.
- Transit-oriented development opportunities will drive the revitalization efforts
around the MARC station and the Midtown Edmondson community.
- The MTA station at the Mondawmin Mall is expected to go through significant
improvements and beautification and will offer a great opportunity for transitoriented development in the area. Moreover, the Mondawmin Mall is going through
a major phase of expansion and reinvestment which will result in more jobs and
higher quality retail options for residents. This redevelopment is also expected to
increase the desirability of the area, the number of pedestrians, and the amount
transit traffic and transit-oriented development.
- Coppin State University is embarking on a $300 million Capital Improvements
Program that will include new buildings as well as an increased number of students
and staff relocating in the area. As part of this comprehensive upgrading, the
Lutheran Hospital owned by the university is planned for demolition and new
academic buildings and mix-uses are planned to replace it. The Hebrew
Orphanage is planned to be restored and preserved under the historical landmark
designation.
- Improvements of pedestrian routes are in the planning process with some already
funded by Federal, State, City and private funds. Major improvements are planned
for the corridor running from the Coppin State University Campus to the Zoo in
Druid Hill Park, going through the Mondawmin Mall and the MTA station.
- The portion of Druid Hill Park between Liberty Street, Reisterstown Road and
Auchentoroly is planned to house Parks and People Foundation‟s
new
headquarters. Landscaping and restoration of the historic properties will bring new
life to the park.
- On the corner of Reisterstown Road and Liberty Street, Liberty Park, a long-time
dream of the Mondawmin Community, will finally be built.
- The St. Stephens Apartments will be renovated and their retaining wall on North
Avenue will be rebuilt and landscaped.
- North Avenue and Fulton Avenue are planned to revert to their former avenue
condition with major landscaping and pedestrian improvements. Landscaping
improvements will also affect parts of Edmondson Avenue and Poplar Grove.
Large portions of the Watershed 263 Area will also be greened.
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- Significant portions of the area will be designated for historical preservation and
many of its landmarks will be designated as historical.
- A rezoning and masterplanning effort by Baltimore Development Corporation, the
Planning Department, and stakeholders for the Rosemont Urban Renewal
Industrial Area will help revitalize the existing park, open to mix-uses, and attract
new resident friendly.
- To the south, just outside the GRACE boundaries, the University of Maryland is
building its ambitious new biotechnology park and leasing office and research
space to various private and public entities and contributing to the potential growth
of new jobs in the area.
- Concerted efforts between the City, local community groups, CDCs, Foundations
and the private market will be created to revitalize the Midtown Edmondson
community and Edmondson Avenue, North Avenue, Poplar Grove and
Bloomingdale Street as main commercial and mix-use streets.

2.3

Crime
Safety issues within the study area are a significant concern among residents.
According to residents, crime and drug activity is most prevalent along Poplar
Grove Avenue, within vacant and dilapidated structures, around the public housing
at Dukeland, just south of North Avenue and around the eastern part of
Edmondson Avenue. Not coincidentally, residents perceive those areas with large
amounts of abandoned and blighted properties, usually areas with low percentages
of owner-occupied housing, as being the most unsafe.

Figure 10: Maps of areas of criminal activity drawn by residents during public workshops

2.4

Areas of Stability and Blight
Patterns of stability and blight were recognized during the planning process for the
“Greater Rosemont & Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan” through housing stock
and condition analyses, crime statistic analysis, as well as stakeholder interviews
and workshops. Generally the most blighted conditions - the largest number of
vacant lots and buildings - are located along key corridors such as North Avenue,
Poplar Grove Street, Edmondson Avenue, Fulton Avenue and Monroe Street.
These corridors are highly traveled streets lacking in “pedestrian friendliness” and
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offer a negative and unwelcoming image and perception for the rest of the study
area detracting from such assets as the more stable neighborhoods, the
Mondawmin Mall, and the MARC Station.

Figure 11: Map of areas of blight and areas of stability found in the “Greater Rosemont
& Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan”

The accompanying map from “Greater Rosemont & Coppin Heights Revitalization
Plan” identifies areas as assets or weaknesses. The weaker, more blighted areas
are illustrated in red, with vacant lots and buildings indicated as dots. The stable,
stronger areas are identified in green. This graphic analysis helps to visually
identify patterns of stability and blight and, in turn, helps establish priorities areas,
neighborhoods, and corridors that require significant attention in order to prevent
future destabilization. From this mapping analysis it becomes clear that the four
major corridors of Fulton Avenue, North Avenue, Poplar Grove Street and
Edmondson Avenue are important corridors which require stabilization.
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2 . 5 H o u s i n g An a l ys i s
While scattered renewal projects have been conducted in the Plan area in recent
years, the housing in general is old and with significant pockets of deteriorated and
abandoned housing stock.
• According to the 2000 U. S. Census, the average age of owner-occupied housing
stock in Baltimore City is over 60 years old. The average within the GRACE area is
even older. More than half of the owner occupied units in the area were built prior
to 1939. Less than ten percent of the owner occupied stock was built after 1960.
This is not surprising given the historic nature of many of Baltimore‟s
neighborhoods.
• The rental stock is slightly newer than the owner-occupied stock in the area with
the median year built age being 1948. However, more than fifty percent of the
rental stock was built prior to 1940.
Based on the 2000 Census, 15 percent of area‟s stock was vacant.
A current inventory of vacancies in the Plan area shows that both vacant units and
vacant lots are focused in neighborhoods that are predominantly renter occupied.
However, there are significant instances of vacancies throughout the GRACE
neighborhoods.
According to the 2000 U. S. Census, the median value of a house in the plan area
was $50,854 - 73% of the citywide median value of $69,858. 48.1 percent was
valued under $50,000, compared to the City where only 22.9 percent of the houses
are valued under $50,000.
The average sales price of a home in the City of Baltimore for 2003 was
approximately $117,000. According to the “Greater Rosemont & Coppin Heights
Revitalization Plan”, the median sales price in the area in 2005 was $27,000.
Nearly 70 percent of the transactions were less than $40,000 and only one
transaction was in excess of $80,000. All these transactions were resales – there
were no new home sales within the study area.
The following map shows owner occupied, renter occupied, and vacant properties
and vacant land. An analysis of the map shows that neighborhoods such as
Walbrook, south of Gwynns Falls Parkway, and Franklintown Road west of Poplar
Grove in the southern edge of the study area have more than 70%
homeownership. Neighborhoods such as Bridgeview/Greenlawn east of Poplar
Grove and south of Baker Street have a 60 to 70% homeownership rate. North
Avenue, as well as Edmondson, have a high percentage of renters. Concentrations
of vacancy were apparent along major corridors such as North Avenue and Poplar
Grove. Also specific neighborhoods such as Midtown Edmondson and portions of
Mondawmin and Mosher have a large number of vacancies. The areas with
concentrations of vacant properties and buildings generally have a low rate of
home ownership.
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Figure 12: Map of homeownership, rental and vacancy in the GRACE Area.
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Visual Survey of Blocks
The criterion to assess the overall condition of blocks was created in the “Greater
Rosemont & Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan” through a visual inspection a nd
onsite survey of housing quality on a block-by-block basis. Blocks were
categorized on the following basis:
Excellent – all uses in good repair; no vacancies; well-kept landscaping
Good – same as above but one or two uses in less than good repair ·
Fair - Some uses in bad repair (peeling paint, sagging porches, unkempt lawns,
trash piled up) and/or several vacant/ boarded units
Poor – Most uses are either in bad repair or vacant; trash strewn about, general
feel of abandonment/ neglect.
Based on the “Greater Rosemont & Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan” visual
survey, not only is the housing stock old, but nearly 75% of the stock could be
considered in fair or poor condition. Most of these blocks require either intensive
community–wide rehabilitation programs or, for those blocks with extensive
vacancies, demolition and new construction. The poorest quality of blocks are
located in the lower southeast quadrant within the boundaries and the railroad
tracks; straddling the major arteries of North Avenue, Bloomingdale Avenue,
Edmondson Avenue and parts of Franklin Street; and south of New Shiloh Baptist
Church and west of the Lutheran Hospital.
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Good
Fair
Poor
Figure 13: Result of the “Greater Rosemont & Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan” onsite
survey of the quality of blocks.
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GRACE Area Housing Typology
Housing Typology is a classification scheme based on quantitative data using a
statistical process called “Cluster Analysis” and was developed by the City of
Baltimore for the purpose of targeting City, nonprofit, community and private
resources in a manner that would best leverage those resources. The Housing
Market Typology should be looked upon as a base on which additional information
can be overlaid and strategies can be built.
The variables selected to best represent housing market conditions at the
individual property level are:
•

Median sale price (square root)

•

Percent foreclosure

•

Percent owner occupied

•

Percent code violations

•

Percent of rental housing with subsidy

•

Percent commercial properties

•

Percent vacant structures

•

Percent vacant lots

When these variables are clustered for the GRACE Area, the following themes
emerge:
- The most distressed areas are the ones immediately west of Fulton Avenue,
along Edmondson Avenue, North Avenue and Poplar Grove.
- The strongest areas are found around the Mondawmin Mall, the northwestern
part of the Plan Area, along Hilton and Leakin Park, east of the former Lutheran
Hospital and around Easterwood Park.
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Figure 14: Map of Housing Market Typology for the GRACE Area.
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2.6 Commercial
There are four dominant commercial corridors within the Area: North Avenue,
Edmondson and Franklin Avenue, Fulton Avenue, and Bloomingdale and Poplar
Grove. Each of these corridors provides key retail and service opportunities for the
surrounding neighborhoods. The Mondawmin Mall provides the principal retail
offerings for the GRACE Area. It serves the local neighborhood and community at
large with a diverse offering of retail stores and service providers.
Currently, the Mondawmin Mall is going through a $70 million process of
renovation and expansion that will soon bring to the area regional retail anchors
and higher quality shops. This upgrading is expected to spur more transit- oriented
development and pedestrian movement in the northern area of GRACE.
In 2004, a business inventory was performed along each of the five main routes
through the “Greater Rosemont & Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan” Area and
excluding the Mondawmin Mall. The inventory captured all occupied and vacant
commercial space. The five main routes include North Avenue, Pennsylvania,
Liberty Heights, Edmondson and Franklin and Poplar Grove and Bloomingdale.
Commercial Corridors Business Inventory, 2004*
Type of Retail/Service

Number

Auto Service

14

Carryout

20

Corner Store

10

Gas Station

8

Liquor Stores

13

Personal Service

54

Restaurants

31

Other Retail

53

Total Businesses

203

Vacant Store Fronts

67

Type of Office Space

Number

Institutional/Gov.

10

Banks

2

General Office

3

Total Offices

15

Source: Bay Area Economics, 2004.
*This inventory excludes the services provided by the Mondawmin Mall

The inventory reveals a serious lack of banking and financial services, bookstores,
theaters, art galleries, gyms, a shortage of quality grocery stores, a
disproportionate amount of low quality restaurants, and an excessive number of
vacant store fronts.
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The historical development of the area‟s retail began as a reaction to the
residential needs. The corner property along a block of rowhomes was often
converted to a corner store, providing limited groceries and general merchandise.
These stores frequently operated in retail space which was added to the existing
residential unit. As these retail opportunities expanded to meet the neighborhood
demand, the entire first floor was converted to commercial use. Over the last two
decades, urban neighborhood retail shifted with the growth of suburban shopping
centers from providing the majority of consumer products to providing only limited
consumer goods and services. These stores provide common household items
and limited groceries. Only Stop, Shop & Save stores at Mondawmin Mall and on
Mondawmin Mall
Perhaps the most obvious opportunity for larger scale retail development within the
study area, Mondawmin Mall offers an ideal location for medium scale development.
The Mall is currently planning to add an 87,000 square-foot modern grocery store, a
127,000 square-foot department store, a 28,000 junior box as well as modernizing
and re-merchandizing its smaller retail selection. The mall has also declared its
intention to locate a family sit-down restaurant within its property.
Bloomingdale north of the study area provide a full line of groceries, and their
selection is more limited than in larger, modern supermarkets.
Even though the Mondawmin Mall plans to enlarge and renovate its grocery store,
there is a clear lack of options in the southern portion of the Plan area. The
greatest majority of the restaurants in the Plan area are either national fast food
chains or smaller carryout restaurants run by local entrepreneurs and firstgeneration immigrants. Generally, residents complain that these restaurants are
neither family friendly sit-down places, nor do they offer much variety in food
choices or a balanced and healthy diet. Moreover, the Plan Area suffers due to the
lack of strategic merchandising plans. Suburban shopping centers are often built
by single developers who plan out the type and mix of retail operations. These
developments result in a more productive mix of stores. Many of the retail
operations located in the neighborhood retail market are independently owned and
operated, resulting in a fragmented merchandising mix. Based on these historical
patterns, much of the current retail space is obsolete, not meeting modern retailers‟
needs. The building conditions, with low ceiling heights, small spaces limiting the
opportunity to grow, and limited off-street parking and loading, restrain retail
potential. Other factors, including the perceived and real threat to personal safety
of some of the commercial areas, the low density of the market around them, the
rundown condition and unappealing aesthetics of some of these boulevards, all
contribute to hampering the operations as well as the appeal of the existing and
potential stores.
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Coppin
S.U.
Campus

Figure 15: The Mondawmin Mall is located just north of the planned Coppin State University sports
arena.

2.7 Office
The majority of office space within the study area consists of institutional space
and neighborhood-serving offices for local banks, doctors, accountants, attorneys
and insurance agents. These office tenants depend on good access to area
residents and are often more price-sensitive than larger corporations. They
typically seek Class B or more basic office space. The Mondawmin Mall provides
ample office space to social service providers including Parole & Probation, Adult
Services, Total Health Care, WIC Program, Del MarVa Family Resources, as well
as free office space for the Greater Mondawmin Coordinating Council - the
umbrella organization for the community groups in Mondawmin. Institutional users
represent office tenants with a strong interest in their surrounding community.
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Educational institutions like Coppin State University and healthcare facilities in the
Coppin study area provide the best source of office tenants. To date, those
institutions have chosen to meet their office needs within their own campuses. In
the future Coppin will try to decentralize some of its offices currently located on
campus. In conjunction with new retail development, a small increment of
additional office space could be developed to accommodate neighborhood- serving
professionals, local entrepreneurs and service providers.
Institutions and Services at the Lutheran Site
Beyond the identified campus expansion and new academic and learning
buildings on Coppin State University‟s campus, no real institutional demand has
been documented. The University, however, has identified a desire for a Police
Academy, a Boarding House, Homeland Security, and a Community Center at
the Lutheran site. Supporting uses, such as housing, limited commercial, and
services may be considered in conjunction with these components creating a
mixed-use, institution-oriented development at the Lutheran site.

2.8 Transportation
The GRACE neighborhoods have a disjointed street network due to the presence
of railroad tracks that effectively divide the area into thirds and create de facto
neighborhood arterials that have to carry most of the north-south and east-west
traffic. Gwynns Falls Parkway, North Avenue, Edmondson Avenue, Franklin Street,
Hilton Parkway, Bloomingdale Road, Poplar Grove, Fulton Avenue, and Monroe
Street carry the bulk of the local traffic in and out of the area network. Lafayette
Avenue, Baker Street, and Bentalou Street all cross the tracks as well but are
secondary cut-through traffic streets.
Gwynns Falls Parkway is a four-lane, truck-restricted parkway, running east-west
along the northern border of the study area. Gwynns Falls is typical of an urban
parkway, with a large tree-covered median, narrow lanes, and a sloping grade with
generally higher speed traffic. The parkway operates efficiently during morning and
evening peak hours. However, Frederick Douglas High School students who walk
to and from the Mondawmin Transit Station have a hard time crossing the Parkway
during rush hour.
North Avenue is a four-lane, east-west arterial with a narrow center median. The
street is currently undergoing construction to replace the existing curbs and
median. North Avenue is one of few streets in the study area that the City of
Baltimore consistently receives complaints about due to its narrow lanes, drivers‟
tendency towards high speeds, double parking, and lack of adequate turning lanes
at intersections. North Avenue is also a major truck route into the downtown area
because it provides easy access to and from Interstate 83. Pedestrian conflicts are
significant, due to lack of sufficiently marked crosswalks, high speed traffic, and
volume.
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Edmondson Avenue is a two-way, east-west street that runs along the southern
edge of the study area. It provides access to Franklintown and Interstates 70 and
695 to the west and connections to downtown via U.S. Route 40 and Franklin
Street to the east.
Hilton Parkway is a two-way, north-south street that runs along the western edge
of the study area. The parkway is a commonly used route to Interstate 95 due to
few traffic signals. Hilton provides access to the regional transportation network
from Gwynns Falls Parkway, North Avenue, and Edmondson Avenue. Until it
intersects with Blomingdale Road near the center of the Plan Area, Poplar Grove is
a two-way, north-south street . North of the intersection, Poplar Grove operates
one-way northbound with Bloomingdale acting as its one-way southbound pair.
Poplar Grove is one of the most heavily used north-south routes in the study area.
Monroe Street is a one-way southbound road making up the eastern edge of the
study area. Starting at Gwynns Falls Parkway to the north, Monroe exits the
neighborhood to the south, continuing on to the Interstate 95/Route 295
interchange.
Fulton Avenue, which is normally a main one-way north, becomes a major northsouth arterial running two lanes in both directions once it crosses Edmonson
Avenue and all the way north to McCulloh and Druid Park Lake Drive.
Local Transit Use
Transit use in the area is mainly bus-oriented. Eight different bus routes traverse
the neighborhood, with over a half dozen others stopping at Mondawmin Station.
Transportation officials with the City of Baltimore have stated that the Route 13
bus, which runs east-west along North Avenue, is one of the most popular routes
in the city. Mondawmin Station also serves the Metro Subway, making the
northeast section of GRACE one of the most well served neighborhoods in
Baltimore in terms of transit use. Thanks to the Metro, residents are connected to
downtown, Johns Hopkins and Owings Mills in a few minutes. Census data from
1990 and 2000 show that residents use transit as a means to get to work at a
much higher rate than the rest of the city. In fact, as transit use has declined from
22% in 1990 to 20% in 2000 citywide, the area‟s use has remained steady at 31%.
The West Baltimore MARC Station is located on Franklin and Smallwood Streets.
MARC, a regional commuter train, provides regional service between Washington
D.C., Baltimore, and the surrounding areas. The West Baltimore stop is on the
Penn Line, running from the Perryville Station to Union Station in Washington, via
Baltimore Penn Station and BWI Airport. Due to daily parking overflow at the
station and its close proximity to Interstate 95 and U.S. Route 40, it is assumed
that most of the cars driving to the station come from outside the southern part of
GRACE.
MTA has proposed The Red Line as a “Priority Project” of the Baltimore Region
Transit Plan. The proposed Red Line corridor will run from Security Mall to Canton
through the southern edge of the study area. This project is still in the very early
stages of planning. A Draft Environmental Impact Statement is being prepared with
many different possibilities under consideration, including its exact route and if it
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will be Light Rail or Bus Rapid Transit. Current MTA recommendations suggest the
route will be above-ground. While completion of this project is a decade in the
future, the Red Line will eventually provide another important transit link to the area
neighborhoods.

3

OPPORTUNITIES
Redevelopment recommendations should be realistic. New housing, rental
apartments, commercial, retail uses or rehab proposed for the study area are
recommended only where there exists a demonstrated demand and economic
feasibility. Redevelopment cannot rely upon large amounts of public resources and
subsidies; developers, builders, and investors must be confident that they can
finance and construct/rehab such projects and support their investment with
anticipated market- rate rents and sales. However, given the extent of decline in
the study area, some public support is anticipated and is considered as part of the
overall recommendations and implementation strategy. Funding sources, projects,
and development recommendations consider all of these factors.
Economic conditions, area demographics, and general decline within the Plan
neighborhoods pose challenges to redevelopment. However, the area possesses
many strengths that suggest revitalization and the ability to attract necessary
investments.
Additionally, the City‟s planned investments in streetscaping of some of the major
corridors in the area will complement private investment and make the
neighborhoods more attractive. Reinvestments within this approximate 1,100-acre
study area will likely hinge on the ability to grow the Coppin State University
campus and leverage the University to attract private resources and outside
investors. Broad revitalization and transformation is important to realize market
opportunities.
Strengths include:
1. Proximity to and relationship with Coppin State University as an institutional
anchor and stakeholder within the community,
2. Proximity to downtown and major employers,
3. Proximity to Mondawmin Mall,
4. A network of public transportation options including bus, subway, MARC
commuter station, and the potential east-west Red Line.
5. Some stable neighborhoods with strong homeownership and strong feeling of
community,
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6. Expanding West Side development and investment activity immediately east of
the study area including the West Side, UMMS, Sandtown, Heritage Crossing,
Druid Heights, Reservoir Hill, and others.
7. Proximity to major parks, such as Druid Hill, Gwynns Falls, and Leakin Parks.
8. Presence of intact historical buildings, historical landmarks and potentially
attractive housing stock.
9. Below market price housing.
10. The existence of large parcels for development (Lutheran Hospital, 300 block
of North Avenue, 1800 block of Lorman, among others).
These assets play an important role in defining market opportunity within the study
area.
However, image and attractiveness, too, play an important part in defining market
opportunity and, unfortunately, the area‟s image is presently not an asset. Crime,
drug activity, visual appearance, general blight and vacancy will need to be
overcome in order for the GRACE area to realize its full market potential. As these
problems are addressed, the market potential for the area will improve. Potential
new homeowners and residents, prospective students and faculty, new retail
tenants, developers and investors will only be attracted to the community if their
first impressions - the perception of North Avenue, Edmondson Avenue, Poplar
Grove Street, and Fulton Avenue - are significantly improved.
The housing and commercial recommendations contained within this plan will more
likely be realized if important qualitative improvements in the reduction in crime
and drug-related activities, improved cleanliness and overall appearance of
buildings and streets, removal of trash, and blight conditions are achieved.
Improvements in services, education, retail offerings, and employment opportunity
are also crucial to attract long-term residents and to address the flight of working
residents.

3.1 Housing
The housing potential will likely be defined, in large part, relative to the number and
type of new jobs forecasted for the immediate vicinity and the type of household
attracted to an urban setting given the neighborhood‟s assets. The primary housing
market niches are as follows:
Current Residents
Current residents‟ main concern when it comes to housing is that the affordability
of the area be preserved. Many residents have expressed interest in quality,
affordable rental and sale. Older residents have voiced the need for subsidized
rehab programs and for quality, affordable and senior friendly homes.
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The expansion of the Coppin State University campus will require the relocation of
some residents. Additionally, redevelopment of other areas, where poor housing
stock exists and large vacancies are rampant, will require relocation of current
residents into improved housing. This creates a built-in demand to provide new
and/or rehabilitated housing for displaced residents who prefer to stay in the
neighborhood.
Area & out-of-State Employees
Proximity and good transit connections to jobs downtown and at nearby
institutions, including Coppin, University of Maryland, UMMS, Bon Secours, and
Social Security are key determinants for the housing market. New employees,
especially those desiring to live near work, will be attracted to the study area.
Coppin State University forecasts approximately 627 new jobs through 2011 and
the City of Baltimore forecasts approximately 11,702 new jobs between 2005 and
2010; this represents a potential market niche. A certain percentage of these
employees will prefer living near work in both for-sale and rental housing. The
success of nearby and recent housing projects, such as Heritage Crossing,
supports this claim. Moreover, the GRACE Area is endowed with one MTA transit
station at the Mondawmin Mall and one in close proximity on Pennsylvania Avenue
that provide direct connection to downtown and the northern suburbs. On the
southern end, the area is also served by a MARC station. The MARC station
makes this area attractive to suburban and DC employees who have been pricedout in locations near their jobs. The eventual service of the Red Line transit
system on the southern end of the area is already attracting new buyers for old row
houses.
Student and Faculty Housing
Coppin State University is expected to grow by at least 1000 students, 170 staff,
and 457 faculty positions by the year 2011. Moreover, the University will likely
change over from a largely commuter campus to a living-learning environment;
increasing the demand for on-campus and/or nearby off-campus housing.
Currently, of the approximate 4000 students who attend the University, about 800
live on campus in dormitory-style buildings. More student housing may be
accommodated on campus, but there exists a great potential for new students,
faculty, and staff housing in the immediate vicinity of the campus. Spreading
students and staff to locations outside campus will greatly benefit the surrounding
neighborhoods by increasing homownership and density. A series of strategies to
accommodate this potential market needs to be pro-actively sought by the
University, the City and private developers.
Demand could be met with apartment-style, elevator buildings with 4-bed suites,
preferably, and 3 to 4-stories in height to enable woodframe, affordable
construction. Such buildings would presumably be developer built and financed,
and could be owned/managed by the University, the developer, or a third party.
Such a strategy would contribute immensely to broad, neighborhood-wide
revitalization if such buildings were to replace vacant, dilapidated building stock
and provide some commercial and retail services to the neighborhood. The
strategic location of these buildings is critical for the revitalization of the area.
Even though larger, taller, dormitory-style buildings may be feasibly built on
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campus by the University as part of a capital program, student housing should be
scattered in the surrounding neighborhoods east and west of the main campus and
at strategic locations on North Avenue. Student housing should be built in phases
to support the anticipated growth in student population.
Affordable Rental Housing
The median household income within the study area is low compared to the
citywide average. In recent years, newly constructed affordable and low-income
rental developments within the vicinity of the study area, such as Edmondson
Commons and Bon Secours, have been very successful. Virtually all of the study
area, with the exception of the northwest corner along Gwynns Falls Parkway, is in
areas eligible for low-income tax credit financing. As demand for urban housing
continues to grow and other desirable neighborhoods become increasingly more
expensive, the Greater Rosemont and Coppin Heights neighborhoods will be
desirable as affordable rental neighborhoods. Affordable rental apartments should
be small, 80 to 90-unit elevator and/or walk-up apartment buildings for families, 3
to 4-stories in height. These would likely be tax-credit financed, will be competitive
within the marketplace, and are a product that is feasible in the short-term and as
part of a first phase of development.
Senior Housing
Income and demographic characteristics point to demand for affordable senior
housing. The market area has a proportionately large number of mostly lowincome senior households. New senior projects, such as Harlem Gardens and
Liberty Village, have been absorbed quickly and have extensive waiting lists. There
is an opportunity to target senior housing within close proximity of the Coppin
campus so that seniors can benefit from the resources at the University. Several
residents have expressed a desire for 3 to 4-story, senior apartment-style rental
buildings; such residents have not expressed a desire for mid or high-rise senior
apartments. Current market conditions suggest a demand for low-rise senior
housing for both new residents and those who may be displaced as a result of
redevelopment. Senior housing is likely a product that is feasible in the short-term
and as part of a first phase of development.
Rehabilitated Housing
Displacement of current residents as a result of Coppin State University‟s
expansion and/or as a result of other redevelopment projects creates a built-in
demand for substitute housing. Vacant housing of good housing stock in stable
neighborhoods should be targeted for acquisition and rehabilitation to
accommodate displaced residents who desire to stay in the neighborhood.
Rehabbed housing will be in immediate demand. As redevelopment continues over
the years, rehabilitation of housing stock in targeted, stable neighborhoods will
continue to be in demand.

For Sale Housing
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Several residents have expressed a desire for single-family attached and/or
detached units. Current market conditions together with the physical and social
deterioration of the neighborhoods suggest that such option could work only if
subsidized. In the longer term, once positive change takes place and short-term
investments are realized, market-rate, for-sale housing may be more feasible.
Market-Rate Rental Apartments
Market-rate apartment buildings targeted to both families and young professionals,
including students, staff, faculty, and downtown employees are likely more feasible
in the middle to longer term once positive change takes place and short term
investments are realized. In the middle term market-rate apartments are most
likely feasible on sites where the proximity to a major transit hub, like the MTA
Station at the Mondawmin Mall or the MARC Station, oversets the condition of the
area.

3.2 Commercial
The existing retail and commercial enterprises in the Grace area are very limited in
number and typology and do not adequately serve the needs of the current
residents. The lack of quality commercial and retail nodes and walk-to stores
inhibits the real estate market, damages the area‟s image as a premier residential
destination and negatively affects the quality of life of current residents.
Concurrently, with the future growth of population in the area there will be a need
for planning zoning changes that strategically foster the development of
neighborhood retail and commercial nodes and main streets. This Plan‟s analysis
of local markets set the stage for strategies to enhance existing retail and service
offerings, leading to a more vibrant and successful neighborhood environment.
Like the housing, retail demand will vary and the feasibility is dependent upon a
number of factors; evidence of demand does not guarantee economic feasibility.
Retail and services will follow residential and will only be feasible as quality-of-life
indicators are improved.
Neighborhood Retail
Retail sales potential is based upon the existing demand in the marketplace for
retail and service types of businesses. Comparing this analysis to the existing
supply of retail space indicates the need for replacement of obsolete retail types
and the creation of additional retail. Currently, the most significant unmet demand
is in grocery stores, furniture and sporting goods. According to the ““Greater
Rosemont & Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan” the market could support up to
124,500 square feet of additional retail space currently in the neighborhood market
area; although, accommodating all of this potential demand is unlikely. Such an
offering would appropriately enable the rehabilitation and re-merchandising of
some existing businesses. However, significant physical and social changes and a
large, contiguous parcel of land are crucial to meeting this potential.
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Neighborhood serving shopping center
A neighborhood serving shopping center anchored by a grocery store may be
feasible within the southern portion of the Plan Area given the right location, areawide physical and quality-of-life improvements, and as new housing is built to
transform the neighborhood. Some limited professional offices and services as part
of the center may be feasible. Such a component will need adequate visibility from
a major thoroughfare, adequate off-street parking, and a large, unencumbered site.
Alternatively, transit oriented opportunities are available close to the MARC station
for a mix-use development with a grocery store as an anchor.
Currently, local non-profits, community groups and City planners are collaborating
to find together the optimal location for such development and other future transitoriented developments around the MARC Station area and along the proposed
Red Line corridor.
Retail Rehabilitation and Re-Merchandising
Several retail nodes are in dire need of rehabilitation and re-merchandising and
would benefit greatly from new retail investments; especially if such development
were to incorporate existing retail into a broader „package‟ that would improve the
offerings and physical appearance. Rehab in the short-term will likely be difficult
economically unless some subsidy is involved but may be more likely in the longer
term as new retail becomes feasible. Such a strategy should attempt to limit
duplication of offerings, add new services that meet the needs of area residents,
and include a cooperative strategy among existing merchants to compliment and
market the offerings collectively.
Niche Retail and Services
The expansion of the Coppin State University campus suggests the potential for
upwards of 850 to 1000 beds of new student housing along North Avenue. Some
limited retail and service may be possible on the ground floor of some buildings.
Senior housing is also a marketable housing product and would also provide
demand for some limited retail and services on the ground floor. Niche retail and
services will be largely driven by the type, amount, and location of housing that is
ultimately built.

3.3 Industrial Uses
As the economic base of the City becomes more and more service oriented, the
Rosemont Urban Renewal Area Plan will need to be comprehensively revisited to
allow non-industrial uses that are compatible with the surroundings. A new
planning effort is needed for this Urban Renewal Area to redefine its vision and
purpose and identify best-uses. Some consolidation, especially the relocation of
industrial and nuisance uses adjacent to the proposed Coppin State University
expansion areas and those adjacent to areas targeted for new redevelopment,
should be considered.
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4

R E C O M M E N D E D P R O J E C T S AN D S T R AT E G I E S

4.1 Introduction
The GRACE Area Master Plan recommends projects that fall into one of the
following three strategic components:
1. Revitalization of the neighborhoods
2. Revitalization of the corridors
3. Key development initiatives
All three components are essential to the growth of the GRACE Area. Without the
revitalization of corridors, neighborhoods will continue to endure disinvestment.
Without strong and stable neighborhoods, corridors cannot attract needed
commercial and residential investment. Without the implementation of key
initiatives in the area, such as the redevelopment of the former Lutheran Hospital,
transit oriented development at the MARC station and the Ice House, and the
rezoning of the Rosemont Industrial Area, GRACE will not be able to attract the
needed investment and retain the its currents residents.

4.2 Revitalization of Neighborhoods
Goal
The neighborhoods of the plan area are in various states of stability and neglect;
some are fairly stable, some are marginal, and some are in such poor decline that
redevelopment is likely needed. The desire is to turn the GRACE Area in a
collection of neighborhoods where residents can enjoy basic freedoms and
amenities such improved safety, housing that is both affordable and quality, safe
and clean public areas, and quality retail choices. Neighborhoods that enjoy a high
percentage of owner occupancy and little vacancy should be targeted for further
ownership and rehab and should be protected by quick and effective code
enforcement. Marginal neighborhoods should be stabilized through acquisition of
vacant properties, rehab, and new infill development. In these neighborhoods,
some selective demolition of poor housing stock and construction of new housing
should be considered. Neighborhoods that are in deep decline, with minimal owner
occupancy, and a higher percentage of vacant and boarded buildings, should be
targeted for acquisition and new construction; in these neighborhoods, some
relocation may be necessary.
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Analysis Process
In order to match the tools available for revitalization to the very different conditions
on the ground, the GRACE Plan used four different analytical processes to identify
the best solutions for the area:
- Housing Typology (Appendix B and Housing Analysis Chapter)
- Holding Capacity (Appendix B)
- Block-by-block visual survey data (Housing Analysis Chapter)
- Citizens and stakeholders input
Community and Stakeholders Input
The fourth level of analysis that was added to the neighborhood redevelopment
and revitalization strategy was that of community and stakeholders‟ vision. This
gave the recommendations the qualitative insight that numerical analysis could not
provide. Thanks to conversations with and participation of residents, final
recommendations have been refined to include residents‟ preferences. In the
Midtown Edmondson case, for instance, this meant recommending green space in
lieu of redevelopment of vacant land between Monroe Street and Edmondson
Avenue. In the case of the Lutheran Hospital site, resident‟s preferences have
suggested that the primary redevelopment be academic and residential instead of
commercial or religious.
Three Types of Districts
After multilayered analysis of market, holding capacity, conditions and desires, the
Area Master Plan organizes GRACE into three types of areas. Each area is
recommended strategies suited to its unique profile. Further analysis and
evaluation will be needed in order to define specific projects. Actual development
will be guided in some ways by market, economic, City, and developer interests;
however, the Area Master Plan identifies a definitive and desired vision that should
be strived for and recommends direct actions to help achieve the desired results.
The three types of districts are Preservation, Stabilization and Redevelopment:
Preservation Areas are already stable. These areas tend to have higher level of
homeownership rates and lower crime rates than other parts of the study area. The
intent is to maintain the existing character and stability, and enhance where
possible to improve quality of life for residents. Vacant houses should be rehabbed
and vacant lots should be targeted for infill development; strict code enforcement is
a key remedy.
Stabilization Areas are in fairly good condition but, with continued neglect, could
decline rapidly. There is a need to proactively help stabilize with a variety of tools
such as enhanced crime prevention, incentives for increased homeownership,
increased code enforcement, and in some cases there are opportunities for minor
selective demolition and redevelopment and infill with new buildings and uses.
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Streetscape, infrastructure, sidewalk repair, and lighting will help stabilize these
areas.
Redevelopment Areas have a high rate of vacant and abandoned buildings and
lots and a low rate of owner occupancy. The current level of blight is not likely to
allow positive change to occur without proactive intervention and redevelopment.
In general, these areas are hindering the adjacent blocks and neighborhoods from
becoming more stable and desirable. Positive change will require redevelopment in
the form of new buildings and uses.

Figure 16: Map of neighborhood revitalization strategy
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Preservation and Stabilization
The majority of the Plan area is considered stable or, at least, marginally stable.
These areas are identified as Preservation Areas and Stabilization Areas.
Initiatives in these areas will require a partnership between City, Coppin, local
nonprofits and developers. Initiatives should include:
1. Stepped up code enforcement to address vacant houses;
2. Targeted acquisition of vacant lots and buildings and new infill development,
prioritizing where adjacent to a redevelopment area and stable area in order to
build on existing strengths and where a critical mass of houses/lots can be
consolidated.
3. Streetscape improvements including paving, sidewalks, street trees, and
lighting,
4. New open spaces and parks, community greens;
5. Clearly marked pedestrian crosswalks and traffic calming devices such as
bump-outs and/or speed bumps;
6. Consider partnerships with NHS, Bon Secours, the Enterprise Foundation, local
churches, New Shiloh, the Coppin Heights CDC, and developers.
7. Develop marketing campaign in partnership with Live Baltimore to highlight
affordability and attractiveness, including grants and loans for home improvement,
rehab, and home purchase;
These neighborhoods, too, should be targeted for displaced owners who are
affected by acquisition and demolition. The workshops uncovered a desire among
potentially displaced residents to stay in the neighborhood and a strong desire to
be relocated into these more stable neighborhoods.. A relocation strategy should
consider acquisition and rehab to help further stabilize these neighborhoods and
relocate residents who desire to stay and who have demonstrated an ability to
make a positive contribution to the community.
Redevelopment
Redevelopment areas present the largest challenges and greatest opportunities for
revitalizing the entire study areas. These areas have the highest number of vacant
and abandoned buildings, blighting the greater community and creating an
obstacle to any positive change to occur without a comprehensive redevelopment
effort. North Avenue, being a very traveled road and burdened with a large number
of vacant and abandoned buildings, creates a negative message and sets a
damaging tone. North Avenue is the focus of some of the initial efforts. Explained
are a series of projects. The specific physical development projects are offered
along with the basic recommendations for implementation. Further implementation
details are discussed in the subsequent Implementation chapter.
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4.3

Revitalization of Corridors
Important to revitalizing the neighborhoods is the need to transform the study
area‟s corridors; North Avenue, Poplar Grove, Bloomingdale, Edmondson Avenue
and Fulton Avenue. These are the most visible streets and, at the same time, are
the most blighted and disinvested. These corridors portray the image of an
unwelcoming and crime ridden area even where there are strong neighborhoods
behind the corridors. Potential students, faculty, staff, residents, businesses, and
investors are immediately turned off by the visual and physical appearance of
these streets.

4.3.1

A New Vision for North Avenue
North Avenue is envisioned as a vibrant, pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use street with
residential and student housing, shops, cafes, bookstore, retail, restaurant services
that meet the needs of both residents and the Coppin State University (CSU)
community.
The western portion of North Avenue, from the railroad tracks west to Hilton
Parkway, will need more extensive redevelopment. The extent of vacant land and
vacant buildings creates an opportunity to develop new houses, new apartments,
senior housing, new commercial services and some student housing.
The center of North Avenue, between the railroad tracks and Bentalou Street
would be the Coppin Academic Village. With North Avenue serving as the “front
porch,” a growing academic environment would include new Coppin State
University institutional buildings, new and rehabbed off campus student housing,
rental housing, and new services and retail.
Towards the east, roughly, from Bentalou to Fulton, selective infill and rehabbed
housing will complete the street.
As a result of Coppin State University‟s expanded Campus and facilities, there will
be a need for approximately 900 new student beds by the year 2009. Moreover,
the University anticipates a change from a largely commuter campus to a
community-wide residential campus, suggesting the need for even more student
housing. Maintaining student housing on the current campus will not contribute
significantly to revitalization efforts. While the market and economic feasibility for
new housing around Coppin is limited, the market and economic feasibility for
student housing should be quite strong. Revitalization efforts should take
advantage of the opportunities represented by student housing. Off campus
student housing has successfully helped revitalize disinvested areas around
numerous urban institutions throughout the country. The ability for such projects to
have a profound impact on broader revitalization efforts is due in part to the fact
that students create a captured market for housing and convenience retail. More
people and newer buildings along North Avenue, as opposed to on the campus
only, will help improve the perception of the corridor as safe, desirable, and
attractive. Student housing can be constructed through a range of public/private
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partnerships between the University, the City of Baltimore, and private developers
that would construct the new buildings and provide common management. In fact,
such projects can incorporate affordable housing, senior housing, and other
housing choices in the same development, as is evidenced at numerous other
campuses.
New buildings on North Avenue should be a maximum of 6 stories and their
architectural style should reflect the urban and historical character of the area.
Future development projects can include a mixed-use component, including retail
and restaurants, which could be amenities shared with residents. Two to three
restaurants and a business service operation (similar to Kinkos) associated with
student housing would be viable. In total these operations could provide up to
8,000 square feet of new infill retail space. University related services, like a
student bookstore for student union, restaurants, cafes, coffee shops, and other
service and retail uses, should be relocated off campus to further activate North
Avenue. Relocation of the University Bookstore to new space on North Avenue
would help to activate and reinforce this new retail node. Expanding the retail
opportunities in the study area requires the creation of development sites, capable
of accommodating new retail as well as targeting these opportunities. For some of
these uses new buildings are required so that suitable security, fire and safety
standards are provided; for others CSU should explore the option of adaptive
reuse of existing row houses. Coppin has a demonstrated history of successful
reuse of row houses for community services as showed by their past reuse of
rowhouses on the Avenue for their community clinic. CSU should become
involved in façade improvement programs for local retailers and its own retail and
mix-use operations on North Avenue. The combination of campus expansion and
off campus student housing and services will create a stable environment along a
large portion of North Avenue, creating positive change, and catalyzing the
revitalization process.
CSU and Coppin‟s CDC should make funds available as rehabilitation loans for
property owners who intend to rent their properties to Coppin students. CSU
should also have a list of these properties in their student housing office to connect
students with the private market. Coppin‟s CDC should also acquire and
rehabilitate key properties on North Avenue and promote them to staff, students
and residents for homeownership.
Increasing the safety level along North Avenue will be crucial to the success of the
revitalization plan. Together with increased City policing, it might be necessary for
CSU‟s campus police to install police booths along the perimeter of the new
developments and along the avenue in order to increase student safety off
campus. Campus police booths should be visible on North Avenue following the
model adopted by Johns Hopkins University around their Wolfe Campus. The
posts should be located a few blocks east and west of the current campus
development. This addition would be a welcomed policing resource for residents
too.
The City of Baltimore should complement this revitalization effort with an
improvement of the streetscape of North Avenue that would encourage more
pedestrian flow and improve the appearance of the corridor. A streetscape
treatment similar to the one planned for Fulton Avenue as well as a monumental
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treatment or a median in front of Coppin State University are crucial to the
achievement of the „front porch‟ concept for the Avenue. Streetscape treatment
should include the portion of North Avenue from Pennsylvania Avenue to Hilton
Parkway. The project could be divided into two phases of implementation with the
eastern portion, from Pennsylvania Avenue to the rail tracks, as phase one.
Monumental treatments should be considered for the intersection of Pennsylvania
and North Avenue, Fulton and North Avenue and Warwick and North Avenue. The
City‟s efforts in greening and beautifying the Avenue could be matched by Coppin
through the adoption of empty lots by the University beautified by students, staff
and residents.

Figure 17: Concept of revitalized North Avenue as found in the “Greater Rosemont and
Coppin Heights Revitalization Plan” – drawing by Design Collective

Implementation Steps
a. The new CSU campus master plan recommends that future student housing
facilities be located off campus and explores locations together with the City. CSU
finds a development team to develop the buildings.
b. CSU locates student destination buildings such as a bookstore, a student union,
administration offices, the CDC, or similar other facilities off campus – possibly on
North Avenue.
c. CSU campus police posts are scattered along North Avenue.
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d. Coppin‟s CDC acquires and rehabilitates key properties on North Avenue and
promotes them to staff, students and residents for homeownership. The CSU runs
rehabilitation programs and connects students to private landlords in the area.
e. CSU‟s retail and mixed-use operations on North Avenue participate in façade
improvement programs together with local retailers
f. Coppin starts greening and beautification programs to include North Avenue.
g. The City streetscapes North Avenue - including repaving, new trees and new
lights.

4.3.2

North Avenue – West
The western portion of North Avenue, while distressed and less accessible than
the eastern portion of the avenue, offers easier and larger plots of developable
land.
A large percentage of the properties on the western portion of North Avenue are
vacant, blighting the street and the surrounding neighborhoods. Several are
already owned by the City. The 3000 block, owned by the City, is already targeted
for redevelopment and has been planned for together with the local business
community group. There is an opportunity to create a large-scale redevelopment
project, which can transform this portion of North Avenue. Because of the number
of blocks involved, there is an opportunity to involve more than one development
entity to construct a variety of residential housing types, including mixed-use
buildings, senior housing, affordable rental apartments, market rate rental
apartments and possibly for sale product off of North Avenue. The spillover benefit
of the increased population along North Avenue would create an increased captive
market for the existing Hilton merchants as well as the opportunity to add new
retail.
The revitalization plan envisions a varying amount of redevelopment along North
Avenue, from Bloomingdale to Braddish Avenue, including some properties and
lots on Westwood Street south of North Avenue. This area currently has vacant
public housing, and because of its interior location to the block and poor access,
has become a high crime area. This area should be redeveloped with a variety of
housing options including, senior housing, affordable rental apartments and market
rate rental apartments, and for-sale homes. Where appropriate, redevelopment
could contain rehab housing as well – for example the first three blocks west of the
rail tracks and south of North Avenue could potentially be rehabbed. These blocks
have a moderate amount of occupancy and the housing stock is beautiful although
very dilapidated.
Overall, there should be a comprehensive rezoning of this portion of North Avenue
which is currently a patchwork of block-by-block uses ranging from light
manufacturing to business and residential. This rezoning should take into account
the fact that the local market can only sustain limited commercial development and
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this should be encouraged closer to Hilton and east and south of Coppin State
University.
The redevelopment plan should be flexible to market conditions. The important
aspect is to create a true mixed-use environment by providing a variety of housing
types and improved retail. Additionally, the market analysis suggests a potential
need for a supermarket and, possibly, a neighborhood-serving retail center. If
adequate land could be assembled and positive change were established, such a
development should be given further consideration and evaluation. The Hilton
Merchants Association should benefit from such new investment, including the
potential to re-merchandise and expand the offerings of current businesses. So
too, existing businesses should be part of a redevelopment strategy that enables
expansion, more parking, and new modern retail space.

`

Figure 181: The top map shows the existing vacancy rate in the area while the bottom map shows the
proposed redevelopment vision for the western portion of North Avenue.
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Redevelopment Benchmarks
-

There should be a strategy for retail re-merchandizing, bringing new retail,
building new surface parking, promoting façade improvement for the retail
cluster on the 3100 block and the future mixed-use residential and commercial
development on the 3000 block.

-

Consolidate existing retail in the first four blocks along North Avenue east from
Hilton Parkway.

-

Provide two small surface parking lots for additional retail parking to be
monitored by security cameras.

-

Offer business and property owners the opportunity to participate in business
façade treatment, aimed at improving the consistency of store front operations
to better mark the area as a retail hub.

-

If possible the redevelopment strategy should try to leverage the existing
historic mansion on the 3000 Block of North Avenue.

-

The redevelopment strategy should include the future relocation of the
manufacturing uses on the 2600 and 2700 blocks.

-

Where possible the 2700 and 2800 blocks south of North should be rehabbed
or, alternatively, redeveloped.

-

The four sites of redevelopment area around the intersection of Westwood and
Dukeland should allow for the reestablishment of Westwood as a through street
and reconnecting the street grid.

-

The blocks on Bloomingdale south of its intersection with North should be
considered for redevelopment as they are currently mostly filled with vacant
and dilapidated housing or vacant lots. This intersection is key for the
revitalization of both North Avenue and the Bloomingdale/Poplar Grove corridor
and for the revitalization of the commercial area. The image of the intersection
could be significantly improved with new buildings, signage, storefronts, and
housing.

Implementation Steps
a. Further evaluate the feasibility of a supermarket and/or additional retail;
b. The City proactively assembles parcels for redevelopment through tax sale
foreclosure and quick take
c. Proactively seek out strategic partnerships and a development team.
4.3.3

North Avenue – East and South Mondawmin
The eastern part of the Avenue, from Coppin‟s campus to Fulton Avenue, offers
less possibility for new development than the portion from the rail tracks to Hilton
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Parkway does. However, limited high density student housing with ground-level
commercial might be feasible in certain locations along the eastern portion but not
necessarily adjacent to the campus.
Key to the revitalization of this portion of North Avenue will be the stabilization of
the six blocks wide area north of the Avenue, between Smallwood Street and
Monroe Street and, south of Clifton Avenue.
These six blocks have a high
concentration of vacant, dilapidated, and boarded properties which represent both
a threat to revitalization efforts and an opportunity for the success of different
development activities. These six blocks are adjacent to Coppin State University
campus, just south of the New Shiloh Baptist Church “Village” development,
adjacinet to four blocks of Healthy Neighborhood, immediately north of North
Avenue and close to the Penn North Transit Station. The revitalization of these six
blocks is key to the success of many of the GRACE‟s plan objectives.
If efforts are well coordinated between major stakeholders, the community and the
City, these six blocks can become a successful opportunity for development and/or
rehabilitation. It is recommended that more than one entity focuses on the
redevelopment of this area. Strong working partnerships among stakeholders
such as Coppin, New Shiloh and area foundations should take place for this
endeavor to be successful. A developer and/or a CDC and major founders should
be sought for this project. The location near a major academic employer, a transit
station, the Mondawmin Mall and other assets in the area should spark private
interest once clear signs of future investments and plans are worked out. This
area could also be considered as the priority area for the relocation of any resident
displaced as a result of Coppin campus expansion and other development. The
south of Mondawmin should be marketed by Coppin as a good and affordable area
for staff and graduates to live.
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Figure 192: The top map shows current housing condition in the area whereas the bottom map
shows the six-blocks priority area surrounded by a blue dotted line.

The housing stock along both sides of North Avenue in this vicinity is quite good
compared to other areas, and would be suitable for rehab; redevelopment of this
targeted 6-block area north of North Avenue would enhance the feasibility of
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rehabilitating these homes along North Avenue. A combination of residential
housing types such as senior housing and affordable rental apartments should be
considered. Market analysis suggests the area would be competitive as tax-credit
housing; as such, the plan portrays small apartment buildings that could
accommodate projects in the range of 80 to 100 units, built in phases, in
accordance with tax-credit financing expectations. Adequate, secured parking
should be provided. Coppin State University and the City should consider
redeveloping the Flea Market building between Pulaski and Smalwood. The
building is currently vacant, as are many of the houses on the same block, and is
an eye-sore on North Avenue. The site could be redeveloped to accommodate
student housing or, alternatively, it could house an apartment building with retail at
the ground level.

Figure 20: The abandoned Flea Market building on North Avenue is an eye-sore on the
Avenue and provides a large redevelopment opportunity.

Because of the assets and services surrounding it, this area could dramatically
change without redevelopment in the near future. If signs market interest should
appear, it is recommended that the size of redevelopment be reconsidered and
more rehabilitation of existing properties be pursued.
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The New Shiloh Village
New Shiloh Village is a 10-phases, multidimensional faith-based development project
located immediately north of the redevelopment area. The final project will consist of:
- a 120-unit mid-rise for seniors
- a Family Development Center with family counselling and family recreational
facilities
- a multipurpose center
- a vocational training center
- a community center
- a cultural arts center
- a day care
- the renovation of 35 vacant single family townhouses
Implementation Steps
a. Consider acquisition and an Urban Renewal Ordinance;
b. Build a redevelopment partnership that includes area stakeholders like New
Shiloh and Coppin State University, foundations, private investors, the community
and the City;
c. Seek a developer and/or start a CDC;
d. Connect this effort with the commercial revitalization and the rehabilitation of
rowhomes on North Avenue, the efforts of the local Healthy Neighborhood group.

4.3.4

Coppin State University Campus Expansion
Coppin State University (CSU) is one of the major assets of the GRACE area as
well as an institutional anchor.
As with other urban universities in the country, Coppin realizes that its future
prosperity and success is intimately linked to that of the area that surrounds it - and
vice-versa.
The GRACE Area‟s ability to become a conglomerate of
neighborhoods of choice for CSU‟s students and staff will ultimately dictate
Coppin‟s success in growing from a commuter campus to a residential university.
This shift is tied to CSU‟s capability to become an engine for neighborhood
revitalization. CSU can achieve this goal by opening its campus, buildings and
services to local residents and by embracing aggressive and creative strategies of
community development. Together with a planned capital investment and facility
expansion for $300 million, the active cooperation of the City of Baltimore, area
foundations, and community groups, CSU is financially and technically equipped
succeed in this new mission.
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The growth of the campus has several positive aspects: the larger the campus, the
more students, staff and faculty will have to move to the area. This creates new
markets for student housing, retail and other spin-offs.
For the next decade, the University projects an increased enrollment of 1000 new
students, 170 new faculty positions and 457 staff positions. These new students
and staff should be encouraged to make the GRACE Area their home; bringing
needed density, energy, stability and resources to the neighborhoods.
Coppin State University campus expansion will take place in three different
locations:
-

The northern expansion will connect the current campus to Gwynns Falls
Parkway, between Warwick Avenue and the rail tracks

-

The southern expansion will be L shaped and take place between North
Avenue and Baker Street, between Warwick and Thomas and the rail tracks

-

The Lutheran Hospital expansion will use the land occupied by the former
hospital and already owned by the university

During recent years, Coppin State University has identified the need to build a
police academy facility, a sports arena, a Health and Human Services Building, a
9-12 grade school, a nursing school, a science and technology building, a baseball
diamond and parking structures, among others.
These buildings will be distributed among the three expansion areas. Some
should be built on the Lutheran Hospital site, which Coppin already owns, and
could be accessible to students via shuttles operated by the university. To facilitate
this commute, the City should consider building the connection of Braddish Avenue
under the rail tracks.
Utilizing the Lutheran Hospital site will have the advantage of significantly reducing
the number of acquisitions otherwise necessary if all the buildings where built
around North Avenue. Moreover, spreading the campus would result in the
revitalization of the Mosher neighborhood and the Poplar Grove corridor. This
area has suffered a long period of disinvestment because of the prolonged neglect
and dilapidated state of the former hospital. The demolition of the Lutheran
Hospital, the development of the site and the reuse and preservation of the
historical buildings of the Hebrew Orphanage are City, State and community
priorities.
Coppin’s Campus Expansion: a City/University Partnership
Coppin‟s new vision is not only consistent with, but also complementary to the City
of Baltimore‟s overall revitalization goals as indicated in the City‟s newly drafted
Comprehensive Master Plan.
Goal 2 of the Learn section of the City‟s Comprehensive Master Plan states that
Baltimore should capitalize on the untapped potential of the many higher education
institutions within the City limits.
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Objective 1 recommends that Baltimore seeks to attract and retain college
students and recent graduates by marketing itself as a higher education hub and a
great place to live and work after college. To achieve this City-wide goal, individual
neighborhoods need to be revitalized. For the GRACE area this requires improving
safety and increase amenities so that future Coppin graduates will chose to stay
instead of moving to other locations.
Objective 2 encourages partnerships between higher education institutions and the
City. One of the strategies to achieve Objective 2 is for the City‟s planning
expertise to serve universities in creating campus master plans that improve the
physical relationship between campuses and adjacent neighborhoods. Also, these
plans could be adopted by the City to allow for smoother development review and
assistance coordinating redevelopment in adjacent neighborhoods.

Figure 21: Current design of CSU buildings creates a barrier between the community and the
University. This building is located on North Avenue and Warwick.

City participation in the development of campus master plans, gives its agencies
the opportunity to be better prepared to support recommendations, from
streetscape improvement to land acquisition. Furthermore, this process will create
a better correlation between the City Comprehensive Master Plan and the
development/expansion of campuses throughout Baltimore.
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A typical University Master Plan should include a ten year physical plan as well as an
economic impact statement, design guidelines, pedestrian and bicycle safety, LEED-based
environmental design requirements, and strategies to reduce single occupancy vehicle trips to
campus by discouraging parking, encouraging transit and carpooling, and promoting housing
near campus and university shuttles.

Currently CSU‟s campus functions as a traditional academic campus physically
isolated from the surrounding neighborhoods by natural boundaries and building
design. The existing buildings on Warwick Avenue are designed with their “backs”
to the street. These campus structures create a physical and visual barrier
between the institution and residents. The design and location of the future
university buildings will be very important for neighborhood revitalization. The new
campus expansions, student housing and general services buildings need to be
designed and located in a way that is open to the community, accessible to
residents and consistent with a long-term vision and master plan.
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Best practices in University/Community partnership: The Pennsylvania
University case
Best Practices in Housing Development:

Best Practices in Neighborhood Safety:

• Acquired, renovated and sold at a
subsidized low-price abandoned properties in
strategic solid residential blocks.

• Raised $6 million from institutions, retail
operators and landlords within 2.2 sq. miles
around campus to finance uniformed safety
ambassadors equipped with 2-way radios to
police the neighborhood streets.

• Created homeownership programs for Penn
employees and non employees offering:


120%
University
mortgages;

guaranteed

• Moved Penn campus police headquarters to
an off-campus location in the neighborhood.



Interest-free cash loans of up to
$21,000 for home improvements –
forgiven if primary residence for more
than 7 years;

• Increased campus police force by 20% and
included neighborhoods in their patrolling.



Interest free matching loans of $7,500
for exterior improvements forgiven
after 5 years if well kept and primary
residence.

• Reimbursed residents 50% of cost of street
lights.
Best Practices in Local Business
Development:
• Started a small-business support program
with grants and training.

• Targeted rental properties to strengthen the
market for lower and middle income people.
• Acquired an empty warehouse and leased it
a developer that used historic tax credit for
adaptive reuse creating 260 apartments and 6
street-level shops.

• Created two mix-use retail areas on the
edge of campus comprising a Barnes &
Nobles bookstore, restaurants, a non-chain
grocery store, a movie theater.

Best Practices in Greening:

Best Practices with Public Schools:

• Greened and landscaped vacant lots with
small grants and student sweat-equity.

• Mandated University suppliers and
contractors to subcontract some of their
services to local enterprises.

• Built a new public school and a community
center that provides adult education
programs, vocational programs and cultural
event.
• Improved the existing neighborhood school
by giving professional development
assistance through their graduate school of
education.
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4.3.5

Coppin State University North Campus
Expansion

The Northern campus expansion includes a
166,550 square foot Physical Education Complex
with indoor and outdoor facilities located on the
north side of Coppin State University at the
intersection of N. Warwick Avenue and Gwynns
Falls Parkway.
The proposed building
programs related to
recreation and athletics.

will support CSU‟s
physical education,

This proposed facility will not only serve Coppin‟s
students, faculty, and staff but also serve
residents providing a safe and modern
environment for multiple community uses.

Figure 22: Map of proposed Coppin State
University Northern Expansion

4.3.6

Southern Campus Expansion
The expansion of Coppin State University south of its current location will be the
most challenging project. It will require acquisition of private property, relocation of
residents and the construction of academic buildings within a very narrow space
amongst blocks of row houses. This intense urban environment will require quality
design and placement of buildings and open space in order to ensure a
harmonious relationship with the surrounding neighborhood.
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Figure 23: Conceptual rendering of CSU Southern Expansion

Special care should be taken to ensure that
new construction is in scale with the
neighborhood with buildings, ideally, of no
more than 5 to 6 stories. Facades on
Thomas and Warwick should be articulated
with entry ways and window openings.

Figure 24: CSU’s expansion on North Avenue could be
achieved preserving some of the existing row houses
which could be reused for academic purposes. The
University of Baltimore campus shows an example of
how it could be done.

A structured parking garage should be built and should be accessible from Thomas
and from Baker Street.
In anticipation of the campus expansion and the desire for compatibility of adjacent
uses and protection of the campus learning environment, the relocation of
industrial uses on the south side of Baker is recommended. This relocation should
be part of the new master plan for the Rosemont Industrial Area - see page 47(?).
A partnership with the City in developing a Master Plan and identifying the most
advantageous location for the campus expansion is highly recommended.
The design of the open green space on North Avenue will be important to create
the Coppin gateway and should be accessible to both students and residents.
CSU should be proactive in rehabilitating and preserving the housing stock in the
area for residents, students and staff.
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Implementation Steps
a. Appropriate State funds to cover the cost of new Coppin and HCD staff
dedicated to the demolition, acquisition, relocation, masterplanning and
development of the campus expansion; the cost of acquisition of properties; the
cost of relocation of residents; the funding of neighborhood revitalization and
housing programs.
b. Prepare the campus master plan with new CSU staff together with City of
Baltimore Department of Planning staff.
c. The campus master plan goes through City review process including Site Plan
Review and Urban Design Architectural Review Panel.
d. Create an urban renewal ordinance in order for HCD to assist CSU in acquiring
the necessary properties to realize the campus expansion.
e. Create a Memorandum Of Understanding between the City of Baltimore and
CSU that coordinates the campus development activities.
f. Complete a Memorandum Of Understanding between CSU and CHAP/MHT that
coordinates historical preservation.
g. Create an acquisition and a community-based relocation plan together with the
City of Baltimore Department of Planning, Department of Housing and Community
Development, the new CSU staff, third party foundations and CDCs and the
residents affected by the expansion.
h. The City of Baltimore includes North Avenue in its capital improvement
programming for 2007 for streetscape improvements. Improvements include
streetscape, signage, landscaping, and pedestrian friendly design.
i. The City of Baltimore plans for and builds the reconnection of north and south
Braddish Avenue.
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4.3.7

Lutheran Hospital and Jewish Orphanage Complex Redevelopment and
Preservation
Currently, the Lutheran Hospital and the Hebrew Orphanage are owned by the
State of Maryland through Coppin State University. They are located on two
adjacent parcels of more than 8 acres combined, from Dukeland Street to Braddish
Avenue, Lafayette Avenue to Rayner Avenue.

Figure 26: Proposed Lutheran Hospital Expansion site

This site contains a variety of historic and non-historic buildings in various stages
of decay. Despite the presence of vacancies immediately to the west of the
Lutheran site, the former hospital sits at the center of a very stable community of
long time and dedicated homeowners. The redevelopment of the site will spur
investment to the west of the hospital.
The GRACE Plan envisions a tri-phased redevelopment project for the area with
different degrees of urgency, development and desirability.
• The first phase calls for the urgent demolition of the non-historic buildings,
including the smoke stack, and the prompt securing of the historical buildings.
• The second phase envisions a combination of rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of
the historical buildings and the development of a mix of academic and
nonacademic buildings to replace the demolished hospital.
• The third phase advocates for a combination of rehabilitation of surrounding
houses, infill development of surrounding vacant parcels and demolition and
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redevelopment of strategic blocks with high vacancy rates for new housing
products.

Figure 27

The demolition of the old Lutheran Hospital is a City and a community priority. For
more than ten years Coppin State University has owned the Lutheran Hospital site
but never utilized it. As a consequence of a decade-long of vacancy the structure
is now unserviceable and needs to be demolished. The Lutheran Hospital current
conditions pose a serious safety and public health threat to the surrounding
community. The unkempt condition of the site has sheltered criminal and drug
activities and has hindered the City efforts for rodent control. Moreover, some
structures on the site need to be demolished quickly because of risk of collapse.
City engineering assessments have concluded that, if not promptly demolished, a
smoke stack on the site could collapse on occupied residential buildings nearby.
Other structures on the site could pose similar threats.
The protracted state of abandonment of the site has contributed to the blight of the
otherwise stable surrounding community, posing an unnecessary burden to the
many homeowners in the Rosemont neighborhood.
Finally, the GRACE Plan believes that the demolition of some of the structures on
the Lutheran Hospital site is the necessary starting point for the urgently required
rehabilitation of the important historical buildings on the site. These buildings are
part of the historical heritage of the community and should be treated as an asset.
If their state of disrepair is further protracted, these buildings might lose their
physical integrity beyond rehabilitation. The Orphanage complex should be
secured during and after the demolition of buildings on the Hospital site.
The demolition of the old Lutheran Hospital site opens great opportunities for
Coppin State University‟s campus expansion.
The redevelopment of this site has several strengths:
- The site has exceptional historic structures, which create a unique appeal and
identity for Coppin State University.
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- The site is adjacent to very stable residential neighborhoods, and would be a
catalyst for improving Poplar Grove. Visible change along Poplar Grove is an
important plan objective.
- It is a large redevelopment site by urban standards and is near the future Red
Line Transit Corridor and the MARC station. As such, the site is a tremendous
opportunity for transit-oriented development.
- The redevelopment of the 2800 block of Lanvale Street opens the opportunity to
introduce a variety of housing types such as rowhouses with private yards, twofamily (duplex) homes with private yards, and rental products such as apartment
buildings and senior housing should also be considered.
- By redeveloping the site, the street network can and should be reintroduced.

Implementation Steps
a. Appropriate State funding for demolition of non-historical properties and for the
securing of the historical ones.
b. Include the development of the site and the reuse of the historical buildings in
the Coppin State University Master Plan – the plan is adopted by the City of
Baltimore and responds to concerns of historical preservation.
c. Designate the Hebrew Orphanage complex as a local landmark.
c. Hire a development team.

4.3.8

A New Vision for Edmondson Avenue and the Midtown Edmondson
Community
In June 2004, the Midtown Edmondson Avenue Improvement Association, with
facilitation of the Neighborhood Design Center, completed and adopted the
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Midtown Edmondson Community Plan. The GRACE Area Master Plan champions
the vision and most of the recommendations for this area from the Midtown
Edmondson Community Plan.
The resulting shared vision for the neighborhood includes the rehabilitation of
vacant homes throughout the area, the redevelopment of strategic vacant parcels,
the revitalization of the commercial strip and the creation of a safe neighborhood
park area. The strategy is that of capitalizing on such key assets as the convenient
location close to downtown Baltimore, the stock of affordable housing, the
neighborhood commercial area, the MARC station and the proposed Red Line.
The community plan sets out the following goals for the area:
1. Build a strong residential core
2. Promote business and employment development
3. Take advantage of planned transportation improvements to strengthen
residential and business goals
4. Provide additional social, educational, health, youth and capacity-building
opportunities
5. Improve safety and the physical environment.

Figure 28: The map shows the proposed projects and improvements for the area. The blue
areas are targeted for redevelopment.

For Edmondson Avenue, the plan envisions new retail, commercial businesses,
and the rehab of several vacant structures. Revitalization of Edmondson Avenue
commercial area would be achieved by encouraging new businesses and services
that are needed by residents and by leveraging the future commercial and
residential development of the former Ice House. The community would like the
following types of businesses to fill the current vacancies on Edmondson Avenue:
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Bakery



Florist



Clothing



Used Goods



Farmer's
Market



Licensed
Daycare



Check Cashing
Service



Postal Service





Pharmacy

Dry
Cleaners/Shoe
Repair



Locksmith



Hardware



Dollar Store



Video/Wireless

Furthermore, the Midtown Edmondson Avenue Improvement Association will
acquire 4 now-vacant lots on the 2000 block of Edmondson Avenue to create a
community civic space.
City of Baltimore streetscape improvements along Edmondson Avenue, from
Fulton Avenue to the bridge, should include new paving, lighting, street trees, and
the repair of sidewalks.
As expressed in the community plan, the GRACE Plan identifies enhancement and
expansion of the community park at the south eastern corner of Edmondson and
Monroe as one of the top priorities for this area. The vacant lots should be
consolidated, gated, well lit and landscaped to provide a safe recreational
opportunity for residents and youth. This park would visually enhance the
commercial area while preserving and refocusing attention on the existing “In the
Spirit” mural. This park has been strongly reclaimed by the community with the
mural art and with exhibitions. If enhanced, the park can become the focus of
further community initiatives and fairs. Long term goals include the expansion of
the park to include the adjacent vacant lots on the 1800 block of Edmondson
Avenue, the 500 block of Monroe, and the property on the corner of Edmonson
and Monroe (currently a liquor store) and the rehabilitation of the vacant houses on
Lauretta Street.

Figure 29: In the Spirit, by Jay Wolf Schlossberg Cohen

Speed calming and pedestrian improvements are needed in two locations: on
Edmondson Avenue, at the western entrance to the neighborhood after the bridge,
and at the intersection of Monroe Street and Harlem Avenue. The former are
needed to improve pedestrian safety around the commercial strip and enhance it‟s
desirability to potential customers. The latter are needed to improve children‟s
safety when crossing from Harriet Tubman‟s Elementary School.
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Finally, the neighborhood retail core, the MARC Station, and key intersections
should be celebrated with signage.

4.3.9

The MARC Station and the Ice House
The community plan and the GRACE Area Master Plan envision that transit
oriented development around the MARC station and the Ice House will drive the
revitalization of the retail cluster on Edmondson Avenue and the area as a whole.
The station and the Ice House should be considered for mixed-use, high-density
housing, and other uses that would serve transit riders and residents alike.
The development of the Ice House should be planned in synergy with the vision of
upgrading the transit station, adding structured parking nearby with the potential of
connecting the two sites with a pedestrian bridge over Franklin Street. The City of
Baltimore should consider creating a station area plan for the West Baltimore
MARC Station (and other existing and proposed stations along the Red Line). The
plan should include not only the site itself, but also adjacent properties and
buildings along Edmondson Avenue, between Bentalou and Pulaski Streets. Such
a plan should consider the desire for the revitalization of Edmondson Avenue‟s
commercial corridor. A community-wide charette should be the basis for planning
transit oriented development around the MARC station.
The site of the former Ice House presents a critical opportunity to spur revitalization
in the area. A high quality, high density anchor development could renew market
strength in the area, presenting new opportunities for residential development,
commercial revitalization, and rehabilitation of older structures. Planning for the
site should be done in close coordination with the Maryland Transit Authority, the
City of Baltimore and the community so as to maximize the benefits of new parking
and retail for both commuters and residents. The project should consider potential
benefits of preserving the building‟s brick façade. Site planning should address the
site‟s potential for a mixture of uses that combines structured parking for both
building tenants and MARC-riders. New commercial uses on the site should be
planned to complement, enhance and connect two commercial uses on
Edmondson Avenue.
The feasibility of high density development will be further enhanced if the proposed
plans for the new east-west transit line (the Red Line) come to fruition. Current
planning led by the MTA would result in a new light rail or bus rapid transit line
connecting with the MARC train and increasing the desirability of the area for
transit users and commercial enterprises. Presently, there are several affordable
neighborhoods along the MARC line (e.g. in Prince Georges County), that are far
more proximate to Washington DC and offer a competitive choice for transit users
that are seeking affordable neighborhoods. As the GRACE area, and the
Edmondson corridor in particular, are transformed and new capital and transit are
brought to the area, the neighborhood will see new opportunity for transit oriented
development.
The future development may well benefit from the creation of a Transit Oriented
Development Zoning as recommended by the City of Baltimore Comprehensive
Master Plan.
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4.3.10 Harriet Tubman:
Around the elementary school
there is the opportunity to
develop a few underutilized
lots of land and vacant
housings to improve the state
of the parking for staff and
enlarge and improve the
school‟s small playground.
Three options are presented in
the box on the left.
Possible improvements include
traffic circulation changes on
Harlem Avenue or right-of-way
extension
in
order
to
accommodate
additional
parking, use vacant land for
parking, and improving or
enlarging the school‟s small
playground. The third option
might need to make Harlem
one way west on the block
north of the school to allow for
diagonal parking. Alternatively,
diagonal parking could be
achieved by taking some of the
playground space and shifting
the curb southward.

Figure 30: The above graphics
show some of the options to be
considered to improve safety
around H. Tubman School and the
expansion
of
the
school’s
playground.
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4.3.11 A New Vision for Poplar Grove
Poplar Grove and Bloomingdale are envisioned as recapturing their original
elegant residential character. This is accomplished through rehabbing many of the
existing rowhouses and strategically adding new housing to unify the street.
Streetscape improvements should include new paving, lighting, street trees, and
the repair of sidewalks. The intersections of these corridors with Edmondson and
North Avenue should be celebrated with signage and/or decorative piers/walls,
announcing the entrance into a community. Signature buildings and new
development should be strategically considered at these intersections to create
immediate visual change. Also, the monument at the intersection of Bloomingdale
and Poplar Grove should be restored.
Key to the success of the revitalization of Poplar Grove will be in the capacity of
linking the development on the Lutheran Hospital site to this main street.
4.3.12 A New Vision for Fulton Avenue
Plans for a median and other
streetscape
improvements
are already underway for the
portion of Fulton Avenue from
Franklin
Street
to
Reisterstown Road. The idea
is that of bringing the avenue
back to its old allure, when a
Olmstead designed median
and trees used to enhance
this avenue. The new design
includes a median with trees
and flowers, new lights, new
sidewalks
and
crossing
improvements.
This
streetscaping
effort
will
complement the
newer
private
investments
in
housing along the avenue
and will encourage further
investment in this area where
the rowhouse stock is intact
and of quality.
New
development
opportunities
exists on large parcels
between Monroe Street and
Fulton Avenue especially on
and around the 1800 block of
Lorman Street. The area is
situated along Fulton Avenue
which is slowly experiencing
a rebirth and market interest

Figure 31: Map of housing along Fulton
Avenue
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and will receive a landscape treatment that will include a median and pedestrian
improvements. This area requires the further assemblage of land by the City in
order to offer developers good parcels of land.
Sandtown Habitat and the Enterprise Foundation have been key players in past
revitalization efforts in the area and should be considered for a partnership for
these lots.
4.3.13 Rosemont Industrial Urban Renewal Plan
Currently, most of the uses permitted under the Rosemont Urban Renewal Plan fall
under the M-1-2 zoning district and include nearly all types of light manufacturing
and industrial development. However, since the current land uses in the area are
not reflective of the industrial zoning and the area is unlikely to attract
manufacturers in the future, the desire is to change the Urban Renewal Plan to
reflect a vision of the area that is realistic and encourages uses that are more
residential-friendly.
For the near term, the GRACE Area Master Plan encourages the creative reuse
and adaptation of the industrial properties. Uses that produce good jobs for local
residents, strengthen the surrounding community and respect the residential
nature of the neighborhood should be always preferred.
For the long term, the GRACE Plan recommends that a survey and a new master
planning effort for the Rosemont Industrial Urban Renewal Plan Area be conducted
by City agencies with the participation of the current employers and residents. The
new plan for this industrial area should be consistent with the GRACE Area Master
Plan and with the goals of the City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan.
Strategies for this area will aim at revitalize the business park by gradually
targeting business sectors that have been identified as having potential for growth
in the City and, where appropriate, plan the long-term conversion of certain parcels
to more residential friendly uses. Accordingly, some of the future uses for the area
should be, but are not limited to:
•

Bioscience

•

Business Services

•

Computer, Internet and Data Services

•

Construction

•

Health Care and Social Assistance

•

Park Land

•

Residential and mix-use residential and commercial development

The area should also benefit from the City‟s adoption of special mix-use zoning.
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The additional industrial area on the west side of the rail tracks along the Coppin
State University Campus should also be included in the future re-planning of the
GRACE Area industrial park.

Figure 32: The map shows the current boundaries of the Rosemont Industrial Urban Renewal
Plan Area and the boundaries of the additional industrial area that should be included in the
future re-planning of the industrial park.
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4.3.14 The Northeastern Pedestrian System and Druid Hill Park
The GRACE Plan calls for the creation of a system of pedestrian and bicycle trails
that connects and facilitate movement between the many large institutions and
assets in the north eastern portion of the plan area. This system will facilitate
movement between the Maryland Zoo, the Conservatory, the MVA, the MTA
station, the Mondawmin Mall, Frederick Douglass High School and the current
Coppin State University campus and its future expansions.

Figure 33: the map shows proposed lines of the system and institutions and assets to be connected.

The development of this system conforms to many of the goals of the newly
drafted Comprehensive Master Plan for the City of Baltimore, the Department of
Recreation and Parks‟ 1995 Druid Hill Park Master Plan and includes and honors
many of the objectives and the vision of the Greater Mondawmin Master Plan
adopted by the Mondawmin community in 2002. This project is consistent Goal 1,
Objective 4 of the PLAY section of the City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master
Plan Draft that seeks to “enhance and reuse underutilized historic structures”
within the City boundaries. This project would enhance public and neighborhood
safety by upgrading the portion of Druid Hill Park included in this plan, by
encouraging pedestrian movement on the streets and by improving the safety of
bicyclists and pedestrians at the many dangerous crossings present in the area.
This project will also complement City of Baltimore efforts to promote smart growth
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and transit oriented development by improving access to the transit system and
encouraging its ridership.

Figure 34: This banner was developed by Parsons Brinckerhoff to illustrate potential
banners along Liberty Heights.

In order to create this system a number of projects have to be implemented and
designed as being part of it:
- Improvement of the pedestrian and bicycle access between the MTA station and
the Maryland Zoo and the Conservatory. These improvements should also include
banners along Liberty Heights that celebrate the history of the neighborhood, the
Zoo and the Conservatory.

Figure 35: Parsons Brinckerhoff developed this cross section to illustrate potential look
of improved Liberty Heights.

- Improvement of pedestrian and bicycle circulation in and around the Mondawmin
Mall.
- Improvement of the MTA station mindful of transit oriented development and
pedestrian circulation.
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- Inclusion of a pedestrian and bicycle plan in the Coppin State University Master
Plan
- Future inclusion of Coppin State University in the College Town system and
bicycle trail
- Pedestrian improvements between Frederick Douglass and the Mondawmin Mall
- Improvement of the portion of Druid Hill Park between Reisterstown Road,
Auchentoroly Terrace and Liberty Heights and restoration of the Superintendent
House
- Construction of Liberty Park as a pedestrian safety island, a neighborhood
gateway and a site of celebration of African American and Jewish Heritage
- Connect this system to Parks and People Foundation‟s One Park plan.

One Park
Parks and People Foundation envisions a Baltimore in which every citizen benefits
from a green network of open space. Expanding on the city‟s rich heritage of parks,
One Park unites the city in an integrated system of parks, community gardens,
landscaped boulevards and paths, school yards, college campuses, recreation areas,
and other public open spaces. One Park is a plan for the design and enhanced use of
green space that encourages social, economic and community development by:









addressing public health needs.
improving environmental health.
unifying our diverse citizens and
neighborhoods.
enhancing urban aesthetics.
marketing our open spaces to
potential users.
creating incentives for individuals,
corporations and organizations to
achieve this public goal.
leveraging resources and assets.
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4 .4 His t oric Pre s e r va t ion
The Greater Rosemont and Coppin Heights planning area is rich in history and
culture. Rowhouses, suburban-type structures, country estates, farmhouses,
churches, civic and fraternal institutions, parks, monuments, historic businesses,
boulevards, and industrial buildings create communities diverse in history, land
use, and architecture. The rehabilitation of the neighborhood‟s historic fabric offers
opportunities for initiating and maintaining the revitalization of much of this area.
Nevertheless, deferred maintenance and neglect have decimated portions of the
planning area. Vacant, abandoned and underutilized buildings pose challenges to
revitalization. In addition, modern construction has severed the continuity of the
area‟s historic urban development patterns: garden apartment complexes have
created dead-end roads, residential developments have oriented their rear façade
to historically prominent streets, institutions have situated their main entrances
toward insensitively-sited parking lots, and street improvements have belittled
pedestrians and neighborhood main street merchants.
Historic preservation planning builds a revitalization strategy upon the positive
assets of these communities. Unique architecture, high quality building materials,
significant history, human-scale urban design, and neighborhood-based planning
principles provide immense value to neighborhood revitalization.
Historic
preservation also provides substantial financial incentives through local, state, and
federal historic preservation tax credits. These incentives have proven essential to
many of Baltimore‟s revitalization efforts.
In addition, the Planning Department is working to ensure that this plan‟s historic
preservation recommendations complement the section 106 historic preservation
review process, which is currently taking place. Any project receiving Federal or
State funding must be reviewed by the Maryland Historical Trust as required by
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and the Maryland Historical
Trust Act of 1985, as amended, State Finance and Procurement Article Sections
5A-325 and 5A-326 of the Annotated Code of Maryland.
The Baltimore
Department of Planning participates in the section 106 review process because of
its certified local government status. The Historical and Architectural Preservation
Division determines the eligibility of structures and neighborhoods for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places. The division also provides comments on
Memorandum of Agreements and Programmatic Agreements.
The Maryland Historical Trust has been working with Coppin State University since
1994. Currently, they are involved with the review of Coppin‟s Health and Human
Services building, the Lutheran Hospital site, and demolition requests. The
Maryland Historical Trust‟s review will have a direct influence on the final master
plan for Coppin State University.
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North Avenue
From Baltimore Cemetery in East Baltimore to Gwynns Falls Park in West
Baltimore, North Avenue ties together more than twenty neighborhoods. From
1816 to 1888 North Avenue was the northern boundary of Baltimore. From 1888
to the present, North Avenue has been an important east/west connector for the
City. Current conditions belittle its extraordinary history. Since its mid 20th-century
designation as a truck route, its main street features and pedestrian-scale
characteristics have been stripped away. Today, some areas of North Avenue
look like an interstate highway; other parts retain their grand historic character. In
fact, eight national register historic districts, four local historic districts, and four
national register-eligible areas abut North Avenue. These designations provide a
firm foundation for a comprehensive rethinking of North Avenue.


Retain and revitalize as much of North Avenue‟s historic buildings as
possible.



Designate Baltimore City Landmark-eligible buildings along North
Avenue.



Provide a comprehensive landscaping and revitalization plan for North
Avenue.



Develop general development guidelines for North Avenue. These
guidelines would ensure that new development along North Avenue will
enhance the historic character of the corridor.



Provide financial incentives for restoration of historic properties along
North Avenue.



Develop signage and guidelines to distinguish the neighborhoods along
North Avenue.



Develop an interpretive signage plan for North Avenue.

Coppin Heights, Easterwood Park and Mondawmin Neighborhoods.
As Coppin State University implements its campus master plan, Coppin Heights,
Easterwood Park, and Mondawmin neighborhoods are poised to attract
development and rehabilitation activity.
National Register historic district
designation of these neighborhoods would provide significant tax incentives for
historic rehabilitation of many homeowners and potential developers.
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Landscape North Avenue as a gateway into the Coppin State University
Campus.



Create a national register historic district that encompasses parts of
these three neighborhoods (see map).



Through the Coppin State University development entity, provide
financial and technical assistance to property owners in this area.



Through the Coppin State University development entity, implement a
comprehensive historic preservation tax credit marketing plan.



Identify Historic Resources that are eligible for local landmark status.



Ensure that Coppin State University adheres to the section 106 review
process.

Walbrook Panway Braddish Avenue


Landscape North Avenue to celebrate the historic neighborhoods that
surround North Avenue.



Create a Walbrook national register historic district, using the maps in
CHAP‟s 1995 Walbrook study.

Rosemont Area


Provide determination of eligibility reports for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places for neighborhoods in this area.



Seek national register designation of areas where preservation tax
incentives would foster neighborhood revitalization in coordination with
the redevelopment of the Lutheran Hospital site. .



Identify local landmarks eligible properties within in this area.



Place the Lutheran Hospital historic buildings on the Baltimore City
Landmark list.

Edmondson area


Provide determination of eligibility reports for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places for neighborhoods in this area.
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Prepare a history report for Edmondson Avenue in anticipation of
Landscape improvements.



Prepare a historic resources survey report and corridor study for
Edmondson Avenue in anticipation of Landscape improvements.

Evergreen Lawn
The Evergreen Lawn neighborhood is a healthy, stable neighborhood. National
Register designation for this neighborhood would help to sustain the vitality of this
area. Substantial historic preservation tax credits would become available to
homeowners and property owners for rehabilitation of their property.


Provide determination of eligibility reports for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places for neighborhoods in this area.

A Chronology of Preservation Activities within the GRACE Area.
For almost twenty years, CHAP has conducted historic resources surveys in the
GRACE area. Much of this work will be the basis for several of the historic
preservation planning recommendations. Below is a brief summary of historic
preservation planning activities within the Coppin Heights Area.
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Map of possible historical preservation areas and historic landmarks
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Chronology of Preservation Activities in the GRACE Area
1988 - CHAP staff and the City folklorist conducted a historical survey,
including oral histories, along North Avenue. This history was produced in
anticipation of the 100th anniversary of North Avenue.
1993 and 1994 - CHAP staff conducted a series of windshield surveys of the
Easterwood Park neighborhood and determined the following area to be
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places:
• northern boundary – North Avenue,
• eastern boundary – alley west of Monroe Street,
• southern boundary – Presstman Street and the southern boundary of
Easterwood park, and
• western boundary – the middle of Whitmore Street.
1995 - CHAP conducted an in-depth historical resources survey for the
Walbrook neighborhood. Two national register-eligible districts were drawn:
• Walbrook East, and
• Walbrook West.
1997 - CHAP concluded that the Easterwood Park expanded national registereligible area was as follows:
• northern boundary – North Avenue,
• eastern boundary – Appleton Street,
• southern boundary – Presstman Street, southern boundary of Easterwood
Park, and Baker Street, and
• western boundary – Railroad tracks west of Whitmore Avenue.
1997 - CHAP mapped out national register-eligible areas surrounding Coppin
State University:
• potential Walbrook West historic district,
• potential Walbrook East historic district,
• potential Mondawmin historic district,
• potential Mondawmin extension historic district,
• potential Penn North historic district,
• potential Sandtown-Winchester historic district.
Walbrook West and Walbrook East were comprehensively surveyed in 1995,
and Penn North and Sandtown-Winchester were comprehensively surveyed in
1992. Mondawmin had windshield surveys only.
2001 - Through the Maryland neighborhood initiative grants, Southern
Mondawmin was chosen as a healthy neighborhood. This determination
brought state dollars into the area for revitalization. During the same year the
Greater Mondawmin plan was released by the community with input from
CHAP staff.
2005 – Coppin State University, the City of Baltimore, and the Enterprise
Foundation released Greater Coppin Heights / Rosemont Revitalization Plan.
This plan did not directly address Historic Preservation.
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5

APPENDICES
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Ap p e n d i x A: I m p l e m e n t a t i o n o f R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s
Key Strategic Considerations
Certain qualitative objectives and market strengths must be considered to reach housing
and retail demand potential including:

• Redevelopment which relies largely on infill with only limited demolition will not likely
attract the necessary demand and investment interest

• Mixed-use projects with higher densities such as student housing and rental apartments
will have a greater likelihood of being economically feasible; particularly in the short term

• Development potential and investment interest will be more attracted to large, contiguous
sites and not scattered sites

• Overall image, cleanliness, visual appeal, crime and drug activity, and sense of safety
must be improved to enable full market potential

• Student-oriented services, amenities, retail, dining, and overall attractiveness must be
improved within the study area and especially along North Avenue to attract student,
faculty, and staff residents

• First phases of development will include rental product, family, senior, and student
housing, likely at or below market rents

• In later phases and as physical change and improvements take place, the market
becomes stronger for for-sale homes; family housing, empty nesters, graduate students,
singles, and move-ups and move-downs within the community

• New development must include off-street parking; off-street lots for apartments and retail
projects and preferably garages for single-family and rowhomes

• Merchandising of existing retail must be integrated with new; bookstores, cafes/pubs, sitdown restaurants, dry-cleaners etc. should be considered.
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5-Year Redevelopment Program
A potential 5-year redevelopment program for the study area is as follows:
Student Housing:
Approximately 400 to 600 student housing beds would be marketable along North
Avenue in the immediate vicinity of Coppin State University if campus expansion
and broader revitalization is embraced;
Rehabilitated Housing:
Approximately 200 housing units will likely be needed to accommodate displaced
residents who prefer to stay in the neighborhood. Rehabilitated housing should be
targeted within already stable neighborhoods, Healthy Neighborhoods, and within
neighborhoods that have a high percentage of quality housing stock in place;
Affordable Rental Apartments:
Approximately 2 to 4 tax-credit housing projects, at about 80 to 90 units each (total
of 200 to 300 units, or so), may be marketable in the Coppin Heights and
Rosemont neighborhoods in the next 5 years. Apartments should be targeted for
designated redevelopment areas and along and adjacent to the study area‟s major
corridors (North Avenue, Edmondson Avenue, Poplar Grove, Fulton);
New For Sale Housing:
There is, at best, a weak market for near-term market-rate, for-sale housing that
would be 100% private-sector built and financed. Only limited net new for-sale
houses would be marketable in the study area in the next 5 years and would likely
need to be subsidized; quantities will depend upon amount of subsidy, location and
size of development, and other factors. Such housing types may include singlefamily detached units, two-family duplex units, townhouses, and similar.
Senior Housing:
There is a demand for senior housing in this market. A location near the university
would allow the community to leverage program and services offered at the school
with programs offered at the community. Senior housing can be offered in an
elevator served L shaped mid rise building with common areas designed in the
center core. Project size should range from 80 to 100 Units. In moderate-income
areas, one-bedroom units have typically accounted for 60 to 80 percent of the
projects. Financed in part with tax credits units should rent for between $400 and
$500.
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Ap pe ndix B: W ha t is Ba l timo re ’s H o us i ng a nd Ma rk e t T yp ol og y?
Purpose and Methodology
The typology was developed to assist the City in developing neighborhood strategies that
better match available public resources to neighborhood housing market conditions. In
addition, the typology can inform neighborhood planning efforts by helping neighborhood
residents understand the housing market forces impacting their communities. The financial
and resource tools the City uses to intervene in the housing market are to be applied
appropriately to the conditions in the neighborhoods. Some tools, such as demolition, may
be unnecessary in competitive markets and applied selectively in stable markets. In
distressed markets, demolition could be applied to bring about change in whole blocks.
Process
The typology is a classification scheme based on quantitative data using a statistical
process called “Cluster Analysis.” Cluster analysis is a class of statistical techniques that
can be applied to data that exhibits “natural” groupings. Cluster analysis sorts through the
raw data and groups them into clusters. A cluster is a group of relatively homogeneous
cases or observations. Objects in a cluster are similar to each other. They are also
dissimilar to objects outside the cluster, particularly objects in other clusters. The eight data
about the city‟s housing market (listed below) was aggregated to the census block group
level, allowing for a detailed analysis within the traditional City neighborhoods.
Variables
Variables were selected to best represent housing market conditions at the individual
property level:
Median sale price (square root)

Percent foreclosure

Percent owner occupied

Percent code violations

Percent of rental housing with subsidy

Percent commercial properties

Percent vacant structures

Percent vacant lots
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The Housing Market Typology was developed to help target City, nonprofit,
community and private resources in a manner that would best leverage those
resources. The Housing Market Typology should be looked upon as a base to
which additional information can be overlaid and from which strategies can build.
Cluster Descriptions:

Competitive
Neighborhoods in this category have robust housing markets with high owneroccupancy rates and high property values. The housing stock is well maintained
and vacancy and abandonment rates are very low. While densities do vary single
family detached homes predominate and these areas typically don‟t have a mix of
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housing types. This cluster has the highest percent of households headed by
seniors and only about 1/3 of school age children attend public schools.
Emerging
Neighborhoods in the “Emerging” category have homeownership rates slightly
above the citywide average. Median sales price is above $150,000.
The
foreclosure rate is half the City rate of 8% and there are very few vacant houses.
Close to 70% of school age children attend public schools.
There is more variety in housing types and more commercial areas than in the
competitive cluster.

Stable
This cluster includes neighborhoods mostly located in the outer edge of the city.
Median sale price is around $100,000 and the rate of foreclosure is just above the
city average of 8%. Households are 60% family households and 80% of children
in this category attend public schools. Homeownership is still significant at 65%.
The housing stock is relatively newer with 35% being built prior to 1939.

Transitional
Neighborhoods in the “reinvestment” category are found typically at the inner edge
of the stable neighborhoods. These neighborhoods have moderate real estate
values with median sale prices around $60,000. Homeownership rates are over
60% but there are very high foreclosure rates. Code violations are significant here
averaging 7%. Vacant houses are not always addressed by the market.

Distressed
These neighborhoods have very high levels of vacant homes, high rates of code
violations and lower homeownership rates.
Sale prices typically range from
$25,000 - $35,000. This cluster also has the highest rate of rental subsidy. The
typical households here are the largest in the city while few are headed by seniors.
This category has the lowest participation in the labor force at 50%. The housing
type here is predominately rowhouse.
What is Holding Capacity?
Holding capacity is the potential number of future housing units that could be built
on vacant and underutilized land based on current zoning, other land uses
regulations and policies, and economic markets. Given assumptions about local
land-use policies, growth trends, typical densities, and holding capacities, the
number of future housing units can be projected under various growth scenarios.
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